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PREFACE



This book is an introductory text in computer science, focusing on the principles of programming and software engineering. Here are its key features: • Teach objects gradually. In Chapter 2, students learn how to use objects and classes from the standard library. Chapter 3 shows the mechanics of implementing classes from a given specification. Students then use simple objects as they master branches, loops, and arrays. Object-oriented design starts in Chapter 8. This gradual approach allows students to use objects throughout their study of the core algorithmic topics, without teaching bad habits that must be un-learned later. • Reinforce sound engineering practices. A focus on test-driven development encourages students to test their programs systematically. A multitude of useful tips on software quality and common errors encourage the development of good programming habits. • Help students with guidance and worked examples. Beginning programmers often ask “How do I start? Now what do I do?” Of course, an activity as complex as programming cannot be reduced to cookbookstyle instructions. However, step-by-step guidance is immensely helpful for building confidence and providing an outline for the task at hand. The book contains a large number of “How To” guides for common tasks, with pointers to additional worked examples on the Web. • Focus on the essentials while being technically accurate. An encyclopedic coverage is not helpful for a beginning programmer, but neither is the opposite—reducing the material to a list of simplistic bullet points that give an illusion of knowledge. In this book, the essentials of each subject are presented in digestible chunks, with separate notes that go deeper into good practices or language features when the reader is ready for the additional information. • Use standard Java. The book teaches the standard Java language—not a specialized “training wheels” environment. The Java language, library, and tools are presented at a depth that is sufficient to solve real-world programming problems. The final chapters of the book cover advanced techniques such as multithreading, database storage, XML, and web programming. • Provide an optional graphics track. Graphical shapes are splendid examples of objects. Many students enjoy writing programs that create drawings or use graphical user interfaces. If desired, these topics can be integrated into the course by using the materials at the end of Chapters 2, 3, 9, and 10.



vii
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viii Preface



New in This Edition This is the fourth edition of Big Java, and the book has once again been carefully revised and updated. The new and improved features include:



More Help for Beginning Programmers • The How To sections have been updated and expanded, and four new ones have been added. Fifteen new Worked Examples (on the companion web site and in WileyPLUS) walk students through the steps required for solving complex and interesting problems. • The treatment of algorithm design, planning, and the use of pseudocode has been enhanced. Students learn to use pseudocode to define the solution algorithm in Chapter 1. • Chapters have been revised to focus each section on a specific learning objective. These learning objectives also organize the chapter summary to help students assess their progress.



Annotated Examples • Syntax diagrams now call out features of typical example code to draw student attention to the key elements of the syntax. Additional annotations point out special cases, common errors, and good practice associated with the syntax. • New example tables clearly present a variety of typical and special cases in a compact format. Each example is accompanied by a brief note explaining the usage shown and the values that result from it. • The gradual introduction of objects has been further improved by providing additional examples and insights in the early chapters.



Updated for Java 7 • Features introduced in Java 7 are covered as Special Topics so that students can prepare for them. In this edition, we use Java 5 or 6 for the main discussion.



More Opportunities for Practice • The test bank has been greatly expanded and improved. (See page xi.) • A new set of lab assignments enables students to practice solving complex problems one step at a time. • The LabRat code evaluation feature, enhanced for this edition, gives students instant feedback on their programming assignments. (See page xvi.)
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Preface ix



A Tour of the Book The book can be naturally grouped into four parts, as illustrated by Figure 1. The organization of chapters offers the same flexibility as the previous edition; dependencies among the chapters are also shown in the figure. Part A: Fundamentals (Chapters 1–7) Chapter 1 contains a brief introduction to computer science and Java programming. Chapter 2 shows how to manipulate objects of predefined classes. In Chapter 3, you will build your own simple classes from given specifications. Fundamental data types, branches, loops, and arrays are covered in Chapters 4–7. Part B: Object-Oriented Design (Chapters 8–12) Chapter 8 takes up the subject of class design in a systematic fashion, and it introduces a very simple subset of the UML notation. The discussion of polymorphism and inheritance is split into two chapters. Chapter 9 covers interfaces and polymorphism, whereas Chapter 10 covers inheritance. Introducing interfaces before inheritance pays off in an important way: Students immediately see polymorphism before getting bogged down with technical details such as superclass construction. Exception handling and basic file input/output are covered in Chapter 11. The exception hierarchy gives a useful example for inheritance. Chapter 12 contains an introduction to object-oriented design, including two significant case studies. Part C: Data Structures and Algorithms (Chapters 13–17) Chapters 13 through 17 contain an introduction to algorithms and data structures, covering recursion, sorting and searching, linked lists, binary trees, and hash tables. These topics may be outside the scope of a one-semester course, but can be covered as desired after Chapter 7 (see Figure 1). Recursion is introduced from an object-oriented point of view: An object that solves a problem recursively constructs another object of the same class that solves a simpler problem. The idea of having the other object do the simpler job is more intuitive than having a function call itself. Each data structure is presented in the context of the standard Java collections library. You will learn the essential abstractions of the standard library (such as iterators, sets, and maps) as well as the performance characteristics of the various collections. However, a detailed discussion of the implementation of advanced data structures is beyond the scope of this book. Chapter 17 introduces Java generics. This chapter is suitable for advanced students who want to implement their own generic classes and methods. Part D: Advanced Topics (Chapters 18–24) Chapters 18 through 24 cover advanced Java programming techniques that definitely go beyond a first course in Java. Although, as already mentioned, a comprehensive coverage of the Java library would span many volumes, many instructors prefer that a textbook should give students additional reference material valuable beyond their first course. Some institutions also teach a second-semester course that
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Preface xi



covers more practical programming aspects such as database and network programming, rather than the more traditional in-depth material on data structures and algorithms. This book can be used in a two-semester course to give students an introduction to programming fundamentals and broad coverage of applications. Alternatively, the material in the final chapters can be useful for student projects. The advanced topics include graphical user-interface design, advanced file handling, multithreading, and those technologies that are of particular interest to server-side programming: networking, databases, XML, and web applications. The Internet has made it possible to deploy many useful applications on servers, often accessed by nothing more than a browser. This server-centric approach to application development was in part made possible by the Java language and libraries, and today, much of the industrial use of Java is in server-side programming. Appendices Appendix A lists character escape sequences and the Basic Latin and Latin-1 subsets of Unicode. Appendices B and C summarize Java reserved words and operators. Appendix D documents all of the library methods and classes used in this book. Additional appendices contain quick references on Java syntax, HTML, Java tools, binary numbers, and UML. Appendix L contains a style guide for use with this book. Many instructors find it highly beneficial to require a consistent style for all assignments. If this style guide conflicts with instructor sentiment or local customs, however, it is available in electronic form so that it can be modified. Web Resources This book is complemented by a complete suite of online resources and a robust WileyPLUS course. Go to www.wiley.com/college/horstmann to visit the online companion site, which includes • Source code for all examples in the book. • Worked Examples that apply the problem-solving steps in the book to other realistic examples. • Laboratory exercises (and solutions for instructors only). • Lecture presentation slides (in HTML and PowerPoint formats). • Solutions to all review and programming exercises (for instructors only). • A test bank that focuses on skills, not just terminology (for instructors only). WileyPLUS is an online teaching and learning environment that integrates the digital textbook with instructor and student resources. See page xvi for details.



Media Resources



Web resources are summarized at chapter end for easy reference.



• Worked Example How Many Days Have You Been Alive? • Worked Example Working with Pictures • Lab Exercises www.wiley.com/ college/ horstmann



Animation Variable Initialization and Assignment Animation Parameter Passing Animation Object References Practice Quiz Code Completion Exercises
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xii Walkthrough



A Walkthrough of the Learning Aids The pedagogical elements in this book work together to make the book accessible to beginners as well as those learning Java as a second language.



2.3 The Assignment Operator 39



Throughout each chapter, margin notes show where new concepts are introduced and provide an outline of key ideas.



2.3 The Assignment Operator You can change the value of a variable with the assignment operator (=). For example, consider the variable declaration



Use the assignment operator (=) to change the value of a variable.



int width = 10;



1



If you want to change the value of the variable, simply assign the new value: width = 20;



2



The assignment replaces the original value of the variable (see Figure 1). 1



width =



10



2



width =



20



Figure 1



Assigning a New Value to a Variable



It is an error to use a variable that has never had a value assigned to it. For example, the following assignment statement has an error: int height; width = height;



// ERROR—uninitialized variable height



The compiler will complain about an “uninitialized variable” when you use a variable that has never been assigned a value. (See Figure 2.) Figure 2



Annotated syntax boxes provide a quick, visual overview of new language constructs.



An Uninitialized Variable



height =



Syntax 2.2



No value has been assigned.



Assignment



Syntax



variableName = value;



Example This is a variable declaration.



Annotations explain required components and point to more information on common errors or best practices associated with the syntax.



The value of this variable is changed.



double width = 20; . . width = 30; . The . . width = width + 10;



This is an assignment statement.



new value of the variable



The same name can occur on both sides. See Figure 3.



Summary of Learning Objectives Explain the flow of execution in a loop.



• A while statement executes a block of code repeatedly. A condition controls for how



long the loop is executed. • An off-by-one error is a common error when programming loops. Think through



simple test cases to avoid this type of error. Use for loops to implement counting loops.



• You use a for loop when a variable runs from a starting to an ending value with a



constant increment or decrement. • Make a choice between symmetric and asymmetric loop bounds. • Count the number of iterations to check that your for loop is correct. Implement loops that process a data set until a sentinel value is encountered.



• Sometimes, the termination condition of a loop can only be evaluated in the middle



of a loop. You can introduce a Boolean variable to control such a loop. Use nested loops to implement multiple levels of iterations.



• When the body of a loop contains another loop, the loops are nested. A typical use



of nested loops is printing a table with rows and columns.



Each section corresponds to a learning objective, summarized at chapter end, giving students a roadmap for assessing what they know and what they need to review.
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Walkthrough xiii



HOW TO 1.1



Developing and Describing an Algorithm



How To guides give step-by-step guidance for common programming tasks, emphasizing planning and testing. They answer the beginner’s question, “Now what do I do?” and integrate key concepts into a problem-solving sequence.



This is the first of many “How To” sections in this book that give you step-by-step procedures for carrying out important tasks in developing computer programs. Before you are ready to write a program in Java, you need to develop an algorithm—a method for arriving at a solution for a particular problem. Describe the algorithm in pseudocode: a sequence of precise steps formulated in English. For example, consider this problem: You have the choice of buying two cars. One is more fuel efficient than the other, but also more expensive. You know the price and fuel efficiency (in miles per gallon, mpg) of both cars. You plan to keep the car for ten years. Assume a price of $4 per gallon of gas and usage of 15,000 miles per year. You will pay cash for the car and not worry about financing costs. Which car is the better deal? Step 1



Determine the inputs and outputs. In our sample problem, we have these inputs: • purchase price1 and fuel efficiency1, the price and fuel efficiency (in mpg) of the first car. • purchase price2 and fuel efficiency2, the price and fuel efficiency of the second car. We simply want to know which car is the better buy. That is the desired output.



Step 2



Break down the problem into smaller tasks. For each car, we need to know the total cost of driving it. Let’s do this computation separately for each car. Once we have the total cost for each car, we can decide which car is the better deal. The total cost for each car is purchase price + operating cost. We assume a constant usage and gas price for ten years, so the operating cost depends on the cost of driving the car for one year. The operating cost is 10 x annual fuel cost. The annual fuel cost is price per gallon x annual fuel consumed.



The annual fuel consumed is annual miles driven / fuel efficiency. For example, if you drive the car for 15,000 miles and the fuel efficiency is 15 miles/gallon, the car consumes 1,000 gallons. Step 3



Describe each subtask in pseudocode. In your description, arrange the steps so that any intermediate values are computed before they are needed in other computations. For example, list the step total cost = purchase price + operating cost after you have computed operating cost. Here is the algorithm for deciding which car to buy.



Worked Examples apply the steps in the How To to a different example, illustrating how they can be used to plan, implement, and test a solution to another programming problem.



For each car, compute the total cost as follows: annual fuel consumed = annual miles driven / fuel efficiency annual fuel cost = price per gallon x annual fuel consumed operating cost = 10 x annual fuel cost total cost = purchase price + operating cost If total cost1 < total cost2 Choose car1. Else Worked Writing an Algorithm for Tiling a Floor Choose car2. Example 1.1 This Worked Example shows how to develop an algorithm for laying tile in an alternating pattern of colors.



Worked Example 6.1



Credit Card Processing This Worked Example uses a loop to remove spaces from a credit card number.



180



Decisions



Table 1 Relational Operator Examples



Example tables support beginners with multiple, concrete examples. These tables point out common errors and present another quick reference to the section’s topic.



Expression



Value



Comment



3 FREE_TRANSACTIONS) { double fees = TRANSACTION_FEE * (transactionCount - FREE_TRANSACTIONS); super.withdraw(fees); } transactionCount = 0; } . . . }



SELF CHECK



Categorize the methods of the SavingsAccount class as inherited, new, and overridden. Why does the withdraw method of the CheckingAccount class call super.withdraw? Why does the deductFees method set the transaction count to zero?



6. 7. 8.



Common Error 10.3 Accidental Overloading Recall from Section 2.4 that two methods can have the same name, provided they have different method parameters. For example, the PrintStream class has methods called println with headers void println(int x)



and void println(String x)
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430 Chapter 10 Inheritance These are different methods, each with its own implementation. The Java compiler considers them to be completely unrelated. We say that the println name is overloaded. This is different from overriding, where a subclass method provides an implementation of a method with the same method parameters. If you mean to override a method but supply a different parameter type, then you accidentally introduce an overloaded method. For example, public class CheckingAccount extends BankAccount { . . . public void deposit(int amount) // Error: should { . . . } }



be double



The compiler will not complain. It thinks that you want to provide a deposit method just for int parameters, while inheriting another deposit method for double parameters. When overriding a method, be sure to check that the parameter types match exactly.



Common Error 10.4 Failing to Invoke the Superclass Method A common error in extending the functionality of a superclass method is to forget the super qualifier. For example, to withdraw money from a checking account, update the transaction count and then withdraw the amount: public void withdraw(double amount) { transactionCount++; withdraw(amount); // Error—should be super.withdraw(amount) }



Here withdraw(amount) refers to the withdraw method applied to the implicit parameter of the method. The implicit parameter is of type CheckingAccount, and the CheckingAccount class has a withdraw method, so that method is called. Of course, that calls the current method all over again, which will call itself yet again, over and over, until the program runs out of memory. Instead, you must precisely identify which withdraw method you want to call. Another common error is to forget to call the superclass method altogether. Then the functionality of the superclass mysteriously vanishes.



10.4 Subclass Construction In this section, we discuss the implementation of constructors in subclasses. As an example, let’s declare a constructor to set the initial balance of a checking account. We want to invoke the BankAccount constructor to set the balance to the initial balance. There is a special instruction to call the superclass constructor from a subclass
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10.4 Subclass Construction 431



constructor. You use the reserved word super, followed by the construction parameters in parentheses: public class CheckingAccount extends BankAccount { public CheckingAccount(double initialBalance) { // Construct superclass super(initialBalance); // Initialize transaction count transactionCount = 0; } . . . } To call the superclass constructor, you use the super reserved word in the ﬁrst statement of the subclass constructor.



Syntax 10.3 Syntax



When the reserved word super is immediately followed by a parenthesis, it indicates a call to the superclass constructor. When used in this way, the constructor call must be the first statement of the subclass constructor. If super is followed by a period and a method name, on the other hand, it indicates a call to a superclass method, as you saw in the preceding section. Such a call can be made anywhere in any subclass method. The dual use of the super reserved word is analogous to the dual use of the this reserved word (see Special Topic 3.1). If a subclass constructor does not call the superclass constructor, the superclass must have a constructor without parameters. That constructor is used to initialize the superclass data. However, if all constructors of the superclass require parameters, then the compiler reports an error. For example, you can implement the CheckingAccount constructor without calling the superclass constructor. Then the BankAccount class is constructed with its BankAccount() constructor, which sets the balance to zero. Of course, then the CheckingAccount constructor must explicitly deposit the initial balance. Most commonly, however, subclass constructors have some parameters that they pass on to the superclass and others that they use to initialize subclass instance variables.



Calling a Superclass Constructor



accessSpecifier ClassName(parameterType parameterName, . . .) { super(parameters); . . . }



Example



Invokes the constructor of the superclass. Must be the first statement of the subclass constructor.



public CheckingAccount(double initialBalance) { super(initialBalance); transactionCount = 0; }



If not present, the superclass constructor with no parameters is called.



Subclass constructor
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432 Chapter 10 Inheritance ch10/accounts/CheckingAccount.java 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 19 20 21 22 23 24 25 26 27 28 29 30 31 32 33 34 35 36 37 38 39 40 41 42 43 44 45 46 47 48 49 50 51 52



SELF CHECK



9. 10.



/**



A checking account that charges transaction fees. */ public class CheckingAccount extends BankAccount { private static final int FREE_TRANSACTIONS = 3; private static final double TRANSACTION_FEE = 2.0; private int transactionCount; /**



Constructs a checking account with a given balance. @param initialBalance the initial balance */ public CheckingAccount(double initialBalance) { // Construct superclass super(initialBalance); // Initialize transaction count transactionCount = 0; } public void deposit(double amount) { transactionCount++; // Now add amount to balance super.deposit(amount); } public void withdraw(double amount) { transactionCount++; // Now subtract amount from balance super.withdraw(amount); } /**



Deducts the accumulated fees and resets the transaction count. */ public void deductFees() { if (transactionCount > FREE_TRANSACTIONS) { double fees = TRANSACTION_FEE * (transactionCount - FREE_TRANSACTIONS); super.withdraw(fees); } transactionCount = 0; } }



Why didn’t the SavingsAccount constructor in Section 10.2 call its superclass constructor? When you invoke a superclass method with the super reserved word, does the call have to be the first statement of the subclass method?
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10.5 Converting Between Subclass and Superclass Types



Subclass references can be converted to superclass references.



It is often necessary to convert a subclass type to a superclass type. Occasionally, you need to carry out the conversion in the opposite direction. This section discusses the conversion rules. The class SavingsAccount extends the class BankAccount. In other words, a SavingsAccount object is a special case of a BankAccount object. Therefore, a reference to a SavingsAccount object can be converted to a BankAccount reference. SavingsAccount collegeFund = new SavingsAccount(10); BankAccount anAccount = collegeFund; // OK



Furthermore, all references can be converted to the type Object. Object anObject = collegeFund; // OK



Now the three object references stored in collegeFund, anAccount, and anObject all refer to the same object of type SavingsAccount (see Figure 6). However, the variables anAccount and anObject know less than the full story about the object references that they store. Because anAccount is a variable of type BankAccount, you can invoke the deposit and withdraw methods. You cannot use the addInterest method, though—it is not a method of the BankAccount class: anAccount.deposit(1000); // OK anAccount.addInterest(); // No—not a method of the type of the anAccount variable



And, of course, the variable anObject knows even less. You can’t even invoke the deposit method on it—deposit is not a method of the Object class. Why would anyone want to know less about an object reference and use a variable whose type is a superclass? This can happen if you want to reuse code that knows about the superclass but not the subclass. Here is a typical example. Consider a transfer method that transfers money from one account to another: public void transfer(double amount, BankAccount other) { withdraw(amount); other.deposit(amount); }



You can use this method to transfer money from one bank account to another: BankAccount momsAccount = . . . ; BankAccount harrysAccount = . . . ; momsAccount.transfer(1000, harrysAccount);



collegeFund = anAccount =



Figure 6



Variables of Different Types Can Refer to the Same Object



anObject =



SavingsAccount g balance = interestRate =



10000 10
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434 Chapter 10 Inheritance



You can also use the method to transfer money into a CheckingAccount: CheckingAccount harrysChecking = . . . ; momsAccount.transfer(1000, harrysChecking); // OK to pass a CheckingAccount reference to a method expecting a BankAccount



The transfer method expects a reference to a BankAccount, and it gets a reference to a CheckingAccount object. That is perfectly legal. The transfer method doesn’t actually know that, in this case, the parameter variable other contains a reference to a CheckingAccount object. All it cares about is that the object can carry out the deposit method. This is assured because the other variable has the type BankAccount. Very occasionally, you need to carry out the opposite conversion, from a superclass type to a subclass type. For example, you may have a variable of type Object, and you know that it actually holds a BankAccount reference. In that case, you can use a cast to convert the type: BankAccount anAccount = (BankAccount) anObject;



However, this cast is somewhat dangerous. If you are wrong, and anObject actually refers to an object of an unrelated type, then an exception is thrown. To protect against bad casts, you can use the instanceof operator. It tests whether an object belongs to a particular type. For example,



The instanceof operator tests whether an object belongs to a particular type.



anObject instanceof BankAccount



returns



true if the type of anObject is convertible to BankAccount. This happens if anObject refers to an actual BankAccount or a subclass such as SavingsAccount. Using the instanceof operator, a safe cast can be programmed as follows: if (anObject instanceof BankAccount) { BankAccount anAccount = (BankAccount) anObject; . . . }



Syntax 10.4 Syntax



The instanceof Operator



object instanceof TypeName



Example If anObject is null, instanceof returns false.



Returns true if anObject can be cast to a BankAccount. The object may belong to a of BankAccount.



if (anObject instanceof BankAccount) subclass { BankAccount anAccount = (BankAccount) anObject; . . . }



You can invoke BankAccount methods on this variable.



Two references to the same object.
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Why did the second parameter of the transfer method have to be of type BankAccount and not, for example, SavingsAccount?



12.



Why can’t we change the second parameter of the transfer method to the type Object?



SELF CHECK



10.6 Polymorphism and Inheritance In Java, the type of a variable does not determine the type of the object to which it refers. For example, a variable of type BankAccount can hold a reference to an actual BankAccount object or a subclass object such as SavingsAccount. You already encountered this phenomenon in Chapter 9 with variables whose type was an interface. A variable whose type is Measurable holds a reference to an object of a class that implements the Measurable interface, perhaps a Coin object or an object of an entirely different class. What happens when you invoke a method on a variable of type BankAccount? For example, BankAccount anAccount = new CheckingAccount(); anAccount.deposit(1000);



When the virtual machine calls an instance method, it locates the method of the implicit parameter’s class. This is called dynamic method lookup.



Which deposit method is called? The anAccount variable has type BankAccount, so it would appear as if BankAccount.deposit is called. On the other hand, the CheckingAccount class provides its own deposit method that updates the transaction count. The reference stored in the anAccount variable actually refers to an object of the subclass CheckingAccount, so it would be appropriate if the CheckingAccount.deposit method were called instead. Java uses dynamic method lookup to determine which method to invoke. The method to be called is always determined by the type of the actual object, not the type of the variable. That is, if the actual object has the type CheckingAccount, then the CheckingAccount.deposit method is called. It does not matter that the object reference is stored in a variable of type BankAccount. Have another look at the transfer method: public void transfer(double amount, BankAccount other) { withdraw(amount); other.deposit(amount); }



Suppose you call anAccount.transfer(1000, anotherAccount);



Two method calls are the result: anAccount.withdraw(1000); anotherAccount.deposit(1000);



Depending on the actual types of the objects whose references are stored in anAccount and anotherAccount, different versions of the withdraw and deposit methods are called. This is an example of polymorphism. As we discussed in Chapter 9, polymorphism is the ability to treat objects with differences in behavior in a uniform way.
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If you look into the implementation of the transfer method, it may not be immediately obvious that the first method call withdraw(amount);



depends on the type of an object. However, that call is a shortcut for this.withdraw(amount);



The this parameter holds a reference to the implicit parameter, which can refer to a BankAccount or a subclass object. The following program calls the polymorphic withdraw and deposit methods. You should manually calculate what the program should print for each account balance, and confirm that the correct methods have in fact been called. ch10/accounts/AccountTester.java 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 19 20 21 22 23 24 25 26 27 28 29 30 31 32 33 34



/**



This program tests the BankAccount class and its subclasses. */ public class AccountTester { public static void main(String[] args) { SavingsAccount momsSavings = new SavingsAccount(0.5); CheckingAccount harrysChecking = new CheckingAccount(100); momsSavings.deposit(10000); momsSavings.transfer(2000, harrysChecking); harrysChecking.withdraw(1500); harrysChecking.withdraw(80); momsSavings.transfer(1000, harrysChecking); harrysChecking.withdraw(400); // Simulate end of month momsSavings.addInterest(); harrysChecking.deductFees(); System.out.println("Mom's savings balance: " + momsSavings.getBalance()); System.out.println("Expected: 7035"); System.out.println("Harry's checking balance: " + harrysChecking.getBalance()); System.out.println("Expected: 1116"); } }



Program Run Mom's savings balance: 7035.0 Expected: 7035 Harry's checking balance: 1116.0 Expected: 1116
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If a is a variable of type BankAccount that holds a non-null reference, what do you know about the object to which a refers?



14.



If a refers to a checking account, what is the effect of calling a.transfer(1000,



SELF CHECK



a)?



Special Topic 10.1 Abstract Classes When you extend an existing class, you have the choice whether or not to override the methods of the superclass. Sometimes, it is desirable to force programmers to override a method. That happens when there is no good default for the superclass, and only the subclass programmer can know how to implement the method properly. Here is an example. Suppose the First National Bank of Java decides that every account type must have some monthly fees. Therefore, a deductFees method should be added to the BankAccount class: public class BankAccount { public void deductFees() { . . . } . . . }



But what should this method do? Of course, we could have the method do nothing. But then a programmer implementing a new subclass might simply forget to implement the deductFees method, and the new account would inherit the do-nothing method of the superclass. There is a better way—declare the deductFees method as an abstract method: public abstract void deductFees();



An abstract method is a method whose implementation is not speciﬁed.



An abstract class is a class that cannot be instantiated.



An abstract method has no implementation. This forces the implementors of subclasses to specify concrete implementations of this method. (Of course, some subclasses might decide to implement a do-nothing method, but then that is their choice—not a silently inherited default.) You cannot construct objects of classes with abstract methods. For example, once the BankAccount class has an abstract method, the compiler will flag an attempt to create a new BankAccount() as an error. Of course, if the CheckingAccount subclass overrides the deductFees method and supplies an implementation, then you can create CheckingAccount objects. A class for which you cannot create objects is called an abstract class. A class for which you can create objects is sometimes called a concrete class. In Java, you must declare all abstract classes with the reserved word abstract: public abstract class BankAccount { public abstract void deductFees(); . . . }



A class that declares an abstract method, or that inherits an abstract method without overriding it, must be declared as abstract. You can also declare classes with no abstract methods as abstract. Doing so prevents programmers from creating instances of that class but allows them to create their own subclasses. Note that you cannot construct an object of an abstract class, but you can still have a variable whose type is an abstract class. Of course, the actual object to which it refers must be an instance of a concrete subclass: BankAccount anAccount; // OK anAccount = new BankAccount(); //



Error—BankAccount is abstract
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438 Chapter 10 Inheritance anAccount = new SavingsAccount(); // anAccount = null; // OK



OK



The reason for using abstract classes is to force programmers to create subclasses. By specifying certain methods as abstract, you avoid the trouble of coming up with useless default methods that others might inherit by accident. Abstract classes differ from interfaces in an important way—they can have instance variables, and they can have concrete methods and constructors.



Special Topic 10.2 Final Methods and Classes In Special Topic 10.1 on page 437 you saw how you can force other programmers to create subclasses of abstract classes and override abstract methods. Occasionally, you may want to do the opposite and prevent other programmers from creating subclasses or from overriding certain methods. In these situations, you use the final reserved word. For example, the String class in the standard Java library has been declared as public final class String { . . . }



That means that nobody can extend the String class. The String class is meant to be immutable—string objects can’t be modified by any of their methods. Since the Java language does not enforce this, the class designers did. Nobody can create subclasses of String; therefore, you know that all String references can be copied without the risk of mutation. You can also declare individual methods as final: public class SecureAccount extends BankAccount { . . . public final boolean checkPassword(String password) { . . . } }



This way, nobody can override the returns true.



checkPassword



method with another method that simply



Common Error 10.5 Overriding Methods to Be Less Accessible If a superclass declares a method to be publicly accessible, you cannot override it to be more private. For example, public class BankAccount { public void withdraw(double amount) { . . . } . . . }
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10.6 Polymorphism and Inheritance 439 public class CheckingAccount extends BankAccount { private void withdraw(double amount) { . . . } // Error—subclass method cannot be more private . . . }



The compiler does not allow this, because the increased privacy would conflict with polymorphism. Suppose the AccountTester class has this method call: BankAccount account = new CheckingAccount(); account.withdraw(100000); // Should CheckingAccount.withdraw



be called?



Polymorphism dictates that CheckingAccount.withdraw should be called, but that is a private method that should not be accessible in AccountTester. Therefore, the compiler reports an error if you override a public method and make it private or give it package access. The latter is a common oversight. If you forget the public modifier, your subclass method has package access, which is more restrictive. Simply restore the public modifier, and the error will go away.



Special Topic 10.3 Protected Access We ran into a hurdle when trying to implement the deposit method of the CheckingAccount class. That method needed access to the balance instance variable of the superclass. Our remedy was to use the appropriate method of the superclass to set the balance. Java offers another solution to this problem. The superclass can declare an instance variable as protected: public class BankAccount { . . . protected double balance; }



Protected features can be accessed by all subclasses and by all classes in the same package.



Protected data in an object can be accessed by the methods of the object’s class and all its subclasses. For example, CheckingAccount inherits from BankAccount, so its methods can access the protected instance variables of the BankAccount class. Furthermore, protected data can be accessed by all methods of classes in the same package. Some programmers like the protected access feature because it seems to strike a balance between absolute protection (making all instance variables private) and no protection at all (making all instance variables public). However, experience has shown that protected instance variables are subject to the same kinds of problems as public instance variables. The designer of the superclass has no control over the authors of subclasses. Any of the subclass methods can corrupt the superclass data. Furthermore, classes with protected instance variables are hard to modify. Even if the author of the superclass would like to change the data implementation, the protected variables cannot be changed, because someone somewhere out there might have written a subclass whose code depends on them. In Java, protected instance variables have another drawback—they are accessible not just by subclasses, but also by other classes in the same package (see Special Topic 8.9). It is best to leave all data private. If you want to grant access to the data to subclass methods only, consider making the accessor method protected.
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HOW TO 10.1



Developing an Inheritance Hierarchy When you work with a set of classes, some of which are more general and others more specialized, you want to organize them into an inheritance hierarchy. This enables you to process objects of different classes in a uniform way. To illustrate the design process, consider an application that presents a quiz and grades the user’s responses. A quiz consists of questions, and there are different kinds of questions: • Fill-in-the-blank • Choice (single or multiple) • Numeric (where an approximate answer is ok; e.g., 1.33 when the actual answer is 4/3) • Free response



Step 1



List the classes that are part of the hierarchy. From the problem description, we can find these classes: (fill in the blank) (offers answer choices to the user) MultiChoiceQuestion (offers answer choices to the user; user can pick more than one) FillInQuestion ChoiceQuestion



NumericQuestion FreeResponseQuestion



In addition, we introduce a common superclass Question to model the commonality among these classes. Step 2



Organize the classes into an inheritance hierarchy. Draw a UML diagram that shows super- and subclasses. Here is the diagram for our example.



Question



FillIn Question



Choice Question



Numeric Question



FreeResponse Question



MultiChoice Question



Step 3



Determine the common responsibilities. In Step 2, you will have identified a class at the root of the hierarchy. That class needs to have sufficient responsibilities to carry out the tasks at hand.
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10.6 Polymorphism and Inheritance 441 To find out what those tasks are, write pseudocode for processing the objects. For each question Display the question to the user. Get the user response. Check whether the response is correct. From the pseudocode, we obtain the following list of common responsibilities that every question must carry out: Display the question. Check the response. Step 4



Decide which methods are overridden in subclasses. For each subclass and each of the common responsibilities, decide whether the inherited behavior is appropriate or whether it needs to be overridden. Be sure to declare any methods that are inherited or overridden in the root of the hierarchy. We place the responsibilities common to all questions into the Question superclass. public class Question { . . . /**



Displays this question. */ public void display() { . . . } /**



Checks a given response for correctness. @param response the response to check @return true if the response was correct,



false otherwise



*/ public boolean checkAnswer(String response) { . . . } }



The ChoiceQuestion class will need to override the display method to display all the choices. The NumericQuestion class will need to override the checkAnswer method, converting the response to a number and checking that it is approximately the same as the expected answer. From now on, we will only consider the ChoiceQuestion in detail. For the other question types, see the programming exercises at the end of this chapter. Step 5



Define the public interface of each subclass. Typically, subclasses have responsibilities other than those of the superclass. List those, as well as the methods that need to be overridden. You also need to specify how the objects of the subclasses should be constructed. With the ChoiceQuestion, we need a way of adding choices, like this: ChoiceQuestion question = new ChoiceQuestion( "In which country was the inventor of Java born?"); question.addChoice("Australia", false); question.addChoice("Canada", true); question.addChoice("Denmark", false); question.addChoice("United States", false);



We then override the display method to display those choices in the form 1: 2: 3: 4:



Australia Canada Denmark United States
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442 Chapter 10 Inheritance Here are the methods that we just discovered for the ChoiceQuestion class: public class ChoiceQuestion extends Question { . . . /**



Adds an answer choice to this question. @param choice the choice to add @param correct true if this is the



correct choice, false otherwise



*/ public void addChoice(String choice, boolean correct) public void display() { . . . } //



Overrides superclass method



}



Step 6



Identify instance variables. List the instance variables for each class. If you find a instance variable that is common to all classes, be sure to place it in the base of the hierarchy. All questions have a question text and an answer. We store those values in the Question superclass. public class Question { private String text; private String answer; . . . }



The ChoiceQuestion class needs to store the list of choices. public class ChoiceQuestion extends Question { private ArrayList choices; . . . }



We need to spend some thought on how question objects are constructed. We can supply the question text in the constructor. However, the answer for a choice question is only known when the correct choice is added, so we need a setter method for it: public class Question { . . . /**



Constructs a question with a given text and an empty answer. the text of this question



@param questionText



*/ public Question(String questionText) { . . . } /**



Sets the answer for this question. the answer



@param correctResponse



*/ public void setAnswer(String correctResponse) { . . . } }



Step 7



Implement constructors and methods. The methods of the Question class are very straightforward: public class Question { . . .
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10.6 Polymorphism and Inheritance 443 public Question(String questionText) { text = questionText; answer = ""; } public void setAnswer(String correctResponse) { answer = correctResponse; } public boolean checkAnswer(String response) { return response.equals(answer); } public void display() { System.out.println(text); } }



The ChoiceQuestion constructor must call the superclass constructor to set the question text: public ChoiceQuestion(String questionText) { super(questionText); choices = new ArrayList(); }



The addChoice method sets the answer when the correct choice is added. public void addChoice(String choice, boolean correct) { choices.add(choice); if (correct) { // Convert choices.size() to string String choiceString = "" + choices.size(); setAnswer(choiceString); } }



Finally, the display method of the ChoiceQuestion class displays the question text, then the choices. Note the call to the superclass method. public void display() { super.display(); for (int i = 0; i < choices.size(); i++) { int choiceNumber = i + 1; System.out.println(choiceNumber + ": " + choices.get(i)); } }



Step 8



Construct objects of different subclasses and process them. In our sample program, we construct two questions and present them to the user. public class QuestionDemo { public static void main(String[] args) {
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444 Chapter 10 Inheritance Question[] quiz = new Question[2]; quiz[0] = new Question("Who was the inventor of Java?"); quiz[0].setAnswer("James Gosling"); ChoiceQuestion question = new ChoiceQuestion( "In which country was the inventor of Java born?"); question.addChoice("Australia", false); question.addChoice("Canada", true); question.addChoice("Denmark", false); question.addChoice("United States", false); quiz[1] = question; Scanner in = new Scanner(System.in); for (Question q : quiz) { q.display(); System.out.print("Your answer: "); String response = in.nextLine(); System.out.println(q.checkAnswer(response)); } } }



Program Run Who was the inventor of Java? Your answer: James Gosling true In which country was the inventor of Java born? 1: Australia 2: Canada 3: Denmark 4: United States Your answer: 4 false



The complete program is contained in the ch10/questions directory of your source code.



Worked Example 10.1



Implementing an Employee Hierarchy for Payroll Processing This Worked Example shows how to implement payroll processing that works for different kinds of employees.



10.7 Object: The Cosmic Superclass Every class extends the Object class either directly or indirectly.



In Java, every class that is declared without an explicit extends clause automatically extends the class Object. That is, the class Object is the direct or indirect superclass of every class in Java (see Figure 7).



Available online in WileyPLUS and at www.wiley.com/college/horstmann.
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Object



String



BankAccount



CheckingAccount



Figure 7



Random



InputStream



SavingsAccount



The Object Class Is the Superclass of Every Java Class



Of course, the methods of the useful ones:



Object



class are very general. Here are the most



Method



Purpose



String toString()



Returns a string representation of the object



boolean equals(Object otherObject)



Tests whether the object equals another object



Object clone()



Makes a full copy of an object



It is a good idea for you to override these methods in your classes.



10.7.1 Overriding the toString Method In your classes, provide toString methods that describe each object’s state.



The toString method returns a string representation for each object. It is useful for debugging. For example, Rectangle box = new Rectangle(5, 10, 20, 30); String s = box.toString(); // Sets s to "java.awt.Rectangle[x=5,y=10,width=20,height=30]"



In fact, this toString method is called whenever you concatenate a string with an object. Consider the concatenation "box=" + box;



On one side of the + concatenation operator is a string, but on the other side is an object reference. The Java compiler automatically invokes the toString method to turn the object into a string. Then both strings are concatenated. In this case, the result is the string "box=java.awt.Rectangle[x=5,y=10,width=20,height=30]"
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The compiler can invoke the toString method, because it knows that every object has a toString method: Every class extends the Object class, and that class provides a toString method. As you know, numbers are also converted to strings when they are concatenated with other strings. For example, int age = 18; String s = "Harry's age is " + age; // Sets s to "Harry's age is 18"



In this case, the toString method is not involved. Numbers are not objects, and there is no toString method for them. There is only a small set of primitive types, however, and the compiler knows how to convert them to strings. Let’s try the toString method for the BankAccount class: BankAccount momsSavings = new BankAccount(5000); String s = momsSavings.toString(); // Sets s to something like "BankAccount@d24606bf"



That’s disappointing—all that’s printed is the name of the class, followed by the hash code, a seemingly random code. The hash code can be used to tell objects apart—different objects are likely to have different hash codes. (See Chapter 16 for the details.) We don’t care about the hash code. We want to know what is inside the object. But, of course, the toString method of the Object class does not know what is inside the BankAccount class. Therefore, we have to override the method and supply our own version in the BankAccount class. We’ll follow the same format that the toString method of the Rectangle class uses: first print the name of the class, and then the values of the instance variables inside brackets. public class BankAccount { . . . public String toString() { return "BankAccount[balance=" + balance + "]"; } }



This works better: BankAccount momsSavings = new BankAccount(5000); String s = momsSavings.toString(); // Sets s to "BankAccount[balance=5000]"



10.7.2 Overriding the equals Method When implementing the equals method, test whether two objects have equal state.



The equals method is called whenever you want to compare whether two objects have the same contents: if (coin1.equals(coin2)) . . . // Contents are the same—see Figure 8



This is different from the test with the == operator, which tests whether the two references are to the same object: if (coin1 == coin2) . . . // Objects are the same—see Figure 9
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coin1 =



Coin value = name =



coin2 =



Coin value = name =



Figure 8



0.25 "quarter"



0.25 "quarter"



Two References to Equal Objects



coin1 =



Coin coin2 = value = name =



Figure 9



0.25 "quarter"



Two References to the Same Object



Let us implement the equals method for the equals method of the Object class:



Coin



class. You need to override the



public class Coin { . . . public boolean equals(Object otherObject) { . . . } . . . }



Now you have a slight problem. The Object class knows nothing about coins, so it declares the otherObject parameter of the equals method to have the type Object. When overriding the method, you are not allowed to change the parameter type. To overcome this problem, cast the parameter to the class Coin: Coin other = (Coin) otherObject;



Then you can compare the two coins. public boolean equals(Object otherObject) { Coin other = (Coin) otherObject; return name.equals(other.name) && value == other.value; }
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Note that you must use equals to compare object references, but use == to compare numbers. When you override the equals method, you should also override the hashCode method so that equal objects have the same hash code—see Chapter 16 for details.



10.7.3 The clone Method You know that copying an object reference simply gives you two references to the same object: BankAccount account = new BankAccount(1000); BankAccount account2 = account; account2.deposit(500); // Now both account and account2 refer to a bank account with a balance of 1500 The clone method makes a new object with the same state as an existing object.



What can you do if you actually want to make a copy of an object? That is the purpose of the clone method. The clone method must return a new object that has an identical state to the existing object (see Figure 10). Implementing the clone method is quite a bit more difficult than implementing the toString or equals methods—see Special Topic 10.6 on page 452 for details. Let us suppose that someone has implemented the clone method for the BankAccount class. Here is how to call it: BankAccount clonedAccount = (BankAccount) account.clone();



The return type of the clone method is the class Object. When you call the method, you must use a cast to convince the compiler that account.clone() really has the same type as clonedAccount.



account =



BankAccount balance =



clonedAccount =



BankAccount balance =



Figure 10



Cloning Objects



SELF CHECK



15. 16.



10000



Should the call x.equals(x) always return true? Can you implement equals in terms of toString? Should you?



10000
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Quality Tip 10.1 Supply toString in All Classes If you have a class whose toString() method returns a string that describes the object state, then you can simply call System.out.println(x) whenever you need to inspect the current state of an object x. This works because the println method of the PrintStream class invokes x.toString() when it needs to print an object, which is extremely helpful if there is an error in your program and the objects don’t behave the way you think they should. You can simply insert a few print statements and peek inside the object state during the program run. Some debuggers can even invoke the toString method on objects that you inspect. Sure, it is a bit more trouble to write a toString method when you aren’t sure your program ever needs one—after all, it might work correctly on the first try. Then again, many programs don’t work on the first try. As soon as you find out that yours doesn’t, consider adding those toString methods to help you debug the program.



Special Topic 10.4 Inheritance and the toString Method You just saw how to write a toString method: Form a string consisting of the class name and the names and values of the instance variables. However, if you want your toString method to be usable by subclasses of your class, you need to work a bit harder. Instead of hardcoding the class name, you should call the getClass method to obtain a class object, an object of the Class class that describes classes and their properties. Then invoke the getName method to get the name of the class: public String toString() { return getClass().getName() + "[balance=" + balance + "]"; }



Then the toString method prints the correct class name when you apply it to a subclass, say a SavingsAccount . SavingsAccount momsSavings = . . . ; System.out.println(momsSavings); // Prints "SavingsAccount[balance=10000]"



Of course, in the subclass, you should override toString and add the values of the subclass instance variables. Note that you must call super.toString to get the superclass instance variables—the subclass can’t access them directly. public class SavingsAccount extends BankAccount { public String toString() { return super.toString() + "[interestRate=" + interestRate + "]"; } }



Now a savings account is converted to a string such as SavingsAccount[balance= 10000][interThe brackets show which instance variables belong to the superclass.



estRate=5].
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Common Error 10.6 Declaring the equals Method with the Wrong Parameter Type Consider the following, seemingly simpler, version of the equals method for the Coin class: public boolean equals(Coin other) // Don’t do this! { return name.equals(other.name) && value == other.value; }



Here, the parameter of the equals method has the type Coin, not Object. Unfortunately, this method does not override the equals method in the Instead, the Coin class now has two different equals methods: boolean equals(Coin other) // Declared in the Coin class boolean equals(Object otherObject) // Inherited from the Object



This is error-prone because the wrong these variable declarations:



equals



Object



class.



class



method can be called. For example, consider



Coin aCoin = new Coin(0.25, "quarter"); Object anObject = new Coin(0.25, "quarter");



The call aCoin.equals(anObject) calls the second equals method, which returns false. The remedy is to ensure that you use the Object type for the explicit parameter of the equals method.



Special Topic 10.5 Inheritance and the equals Method You just saw how to write an equals method: Cast the otherObject parameter to the type of your class, and then compare the instance variables of the implicit parameter and the other parameter. But what if someone called coin1.equals(x) where x wasn’t a Coin object? Then the bad cast would generate an exception, and the program would die. Therefore, you first want to test whether otherObject really is an instance of the Coin class. The easiest test would be with the instanceof operator. However, that test is not specific enough. It would be possible for otherObject to belong to some subclass of Coin. To rule out that possibility, you should test whether the two objects belong to the same class. If not, return false. if (getClass() != otherObject.getClass()) return false;



Moreover, the Java language specification demands that the equals method return false when otherObject is null. Here is an improved version of the equals method that takes these two points into account: public boolean equals(Object otherObject) { if (otherObject == null) return false; if (getClass() != otherObject.getClass()) return false; Coin other = (Coin) otherObject; return name.equals(other.name) && value == other.value; }
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10.7 Object: The Cosmic Superclass 451 When you implement equals in a subclass, you should first call equals in the superclass, like this: public CollectibleCoin extends Coin { private int year; . . . public boolean equals(Object otherObject) { if (!super.equals(otherObject)) return false; CollectibleCoin other = (CollectibleCoin) otherObject; return year == other.year; } }



Quality Tip 10.2 Clone Mutable Instance Variables in Accessor Methods Consider the following class: public class Customer { private String name; private BankAccount account; public Customer(String aName) { name = aName; account = new BankAccount(); } public String getName() { return name; } public BankAccount getAccount() { return account; } }



This class looks very boring and normal, but the getAccount method has a curious property. It breaks encapsulation, because anyone can modify the object state without going through the public interface: Customer harry = new Customer("Harry Handsome"); BankAccount account = harry.getAccount(); // Anyone can withdraw money! account.withdraw(100000);



Maybe that wasn’t what the designers of the class had in mind? Maybe they wanted class users only to inspect the account? In such a situation, you should clone the object reference: public BankAccount getAccount(); {
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452 Chapter 10 Inheritance return (BankAccount) account.clone(); }



Do you also need to clone the getName method? No—that method returns a string, and strings are immutable. It is safe to give out a reference to an immutable object.



Special Topic 10.6 Implementing the clone Method The Object.clone method is the starting point for the clone methods in your own classes. It creates a new object of the same type as the original object. It also automatically copies the instance variables from the original object to the cloned object. Here is a first attempt to implement the clone method for the BankAccount class: public class BankAccount { . . . public Object clone() { // Not complete Object clonedAccount = super.clone(); return clonedAccount; } }



However, this Object.clone method must be used with care. It only shifts the problem of cloning by one level; it does not completely solve it. Specifically, if an object contains a reference to another object, then the Object.clone method makes a copy of that object reference, not a clone of that object. The figure below shows how the Object.clone method works with a Customer object that has references to a String object and a BankAccount object. As you can see, the Object.clone method copies the references to the cloned Customer object and does not clone the objects to which they refer. Such a copy is called a shallow copy.



Customer



String g



name = account =



Customer name = account =



The Object.clone Method Makes a Shallow Copy



BankAccount balance =



10000
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10.7 Object: The Cosmic Superclass 453 There is a reason why the Object.clone method does not systematically clone all subobjects. In some situations, it is unnecessary. For example, if an object contains a reference to a string, there is no harm in copying the string reference, because Java string objects can never change their contents. The Object.clone method does the right thing if an object contains only numbers, Boolean values, and strings. But it must be used with caution when an object contains references to other objects. For that reason, there are two safeguards built into the Object.clone method to ensure that it is not used accidentally. First, the method is declared protected (see Special Topic 10.3 on page 439). This prevents you from accidentally calling x.clone() if the class to which x belongs hasn’t declared clone to be public. As a second precaution, Object.clone checks that the object being cloned implements the Cloneable interface. If not, it throws an exception. The Object.clone method looks like this: public class Object { protected Object clone() throws CloneNotSupportedException { if (this instanceof Cloneable) { // Copy the instance variables . . . } else throw new CloneNotSupportedException(); } }



Unfortunately, all that safeguarding means that the legitimate callers of Object.clone() pay a price—they must catch that exception (see Chapter 11) even if their class implements Cloneable. public class BankAccount implements Cloneable { . . . public Object clone() { try { return super.clone(); } catch (CloneNotSupportedException e) { // Can’t happen because we implement Cloneable return null; } } }



but we still must catch it.



If an object contains a reference to another mutable object, then you must call clone for that reference. For example, suppose the Customer class has an instance variable of class BankAccount. You can implement Customer.clone as follows: public class Customer implements Cloneable { private String name; private BankAccount account; . . . public Object clone() { try {
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454 Chapter 10 Inheritance Customer cloned = (Customer) super.clone(); cloned.account = (BankAccount) account.clone(); return cloned; } catch(CloneNotSupportedException e) { // Can’t happen because we implement Cloneable return null; } } }



Special Topic 10.7 Enumeration Types Revisited In Special Topic 5.3, we introduced the concept of an enumeration type: a type with a finite number of values. An example is public enum FilingStatus { SINGLE, MARRIED }



In Java, enumeration types are classes with special properties. They have a finite number of instances, namely the objects declared inside the braces. For example, there are exactly two objects of the FilingStatus class: FilingStatus.SINGLE and FilingStatus.MARRIED . Since FilingStatus has no public constructor, it is impossible to construct additional objects. Enumeration classes extend the Enum class, from which they inherit toString and clone methods. The toString method returns a string that equals the object’s name. For example, FilingStatus.SINGLE.toString() returns "SINGLE". The clone method returns the given object without making a copy. After all, it should not be possible to generate new objects of an enumeration class. The Enum class inherits the equals method from its superclass, Object. Thus, two enumeration constants are only considered equal when they are identical. You can add your own methods and constructors to an enumeration class, for example public enum CoinType { private double value; PENNY(0.01), NICKEL(0.05), DIME(0.1), QUARTER(0.25); CoinType(double aValue) { value = aValue; } public double getValue() { return value; } }



This CoinType class has exactly four instances: CoinType.PENNY, CoinType.NICKEL, CoinType.DIME, and CoinType.QUARTER . If you have one of these four CoinType objects, you can apply the getValue method to obtain the coin’s value. Note that there is a major philosophical difference between this CoinType class and the Coin class that we have discussed elsewhere in this chapter. A Coin object represents a particular coin. You can construct as many Coin objects as you like. Different Coin objects can be equal to another. We consider two Coin objects equal when their names and values match. However, CoinType describes a type of coins, not an individual coin. The four CoinType objects are distinct from each other.
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Random Fact 10.1 Scripting Languages Suppose you work for an office where you must help with the bookkeeping. Suppose that every sales person sends in a weekly spreadsheet with sales figures. One of your jobs is to copy and paste the individual figures into a master spreadsheet and then copy and paste the totals into a word processor document that gets e-mailed to several managers. This kind of repetitive work can be intensely boring. Can you automate it? It would be a real challenge to write a Java program that can help you—you’d have to know how to read a spreadsheet file, how to format a word processor document, and how to send e-mail. Fortunately, many office software packages include scripting languages. These are programming languages that are integrated with the software for the purpose of automating repetitive tasks. The best-known of these scripting languages is Visual Basic Script, which is a part of the Microsoft Office suite. The Macintosh operating system has a language called AppleScript for the same purpose. In addition, scripting languages are available for many other purposes. JavaScript is used for web pages. (There is no relationship between Java and JavaScript—the name JavaScript was chosen for marketing reasons.) Tcl (short for “tool control language” and pronounced “tickle”) is an open source scripting language that has been ported to many platforms and is often used for scripting software test procedures. Shell scripts are used for automating software configuration, backup procedures, and other system administration tasks. Scripting languages have two features that makes them easier to use than full-fledged programming languages such as Java. First, they are interpreted. The interpreter program reads each line of program code and executes it immediately without compiling it first. That makes experimenting much more fun—you get immediate feedback. Also, scripting languages are usually loosely typed, meaning you don’t have to declare the types of variables. Every variable can hold values of any type. For example, the figure below shows a scripting session with the JavaScript implementation that is included in the Java Development Kit.



Scripting Java Classes with JavaScript
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Graphics Track



This version of JavaScript allows you to manipulate Java objects. The script stores frame and label objects in variables that are declared without types. It then calls methods that are executed immediately, without compilation. The frame pops up as soon as the line with the setVisible command is entered. In recent years, authors of computer viruses have discovered how scripting languages simplify their lives. The famous “love bug” is a Visual Basic Script program that is sent as an attachment to an e-mail. The e-mail has an enticing subject line “I love you” and asks the recipient to click on an attachment masquerading as a love letter. In fact, the attachment is a script file that is executed when the user clicks on it. The script creates some damage on the recipient’s computer and then, through the power of the scripting language, uses the Outlook e-mail client to mail itself to all addresses found in the address book. Try programming that in Java! By the way, the person suspected of authoring that virus was a student who had submitted a proposal to write a thesis researching how to write such programs. Perhaps not surprisingly, the proposal was rejected by the faculty. Why do we still need Java if scripting is easy and fun? Scripts often have poor error checking and are difficult to adapt to new circumstances. Scripting languages lack many of the structuring and safety mechanisms (such as classes and type checking by the compiler) that are important for building robust and scalable programs.



10.8 Using Inheritance to Customize Frames Provide a JFrame subclass for a complex frame.



As you add more user-interface components to a frame, the frame can get quite complex. Your programs will become easier to understand when you use inheritance for complex frames. To do so, design a subclass of JFrame. Store the components as instance variables. Initialize them in the constructor of your subclass. If the initialization code gets complex, simply add some helper methods. Here, we carry out this process for the investment viewer program in Chapter 9. public class InvestmentFrame extends JFrame { private JButton button; private JLabel label; private JPanel panel; private BankAccount account; public InvestmentFrame() { account = new BankAccount(INITIAL_BALANCE); // Use instance variables for components label = new JLabel("balance: " + account.getBalance()); // Use helper methods createButton(); createPanel(); setSize(FRAME_WIDTH, FRAME_HEIGHT); } private void createButton() {
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button = new JButton("Add Interest"); ActionListener listener = new AddInterestListener(); button.addActionListener(listener); } private void createPanel() { panel = new JPanel(); panel.add(button); panel.add(label); add(panel); } . . . }



This approach differs from the programs in Chapter 9. In those programs, we simply configured the frame in the main method of a viewer class. It is a bit more work to provide a separate class for the frame. However, the frame class makes it easier to organize the code that constructs the user-interface elements. Of course, we still need a class with a main method: public class InvestmentViewer2 { public static void main(String[] args) { JFrame frame = new InvestmentFrame(); frame.setDefaultCloseOperation(JFrame.EXIT_ON_CLOSE); frame.setVisible(true); } }



SELF CHECK



17. 18.



How many Java source files are required by the investment viewer application when we use inheritance to declare the frame class? Why does the InvestmentFrame constructor call setSize(FRAME_WIDTH, FRAME_HEIGHT), whereas the main method of the investment viewer class in Chapter 9 called frame.setSize(FRAME_WIDTH, FRAME_HEIGHT) ?



Special Topic 10.8 Adding the main Method to the Frame Class Have another look at the InvestmentFrame and InvestmentViewer2 classes. Some programmers prefer to combine these two classes, by adding the main method to the frame class: public class InvestmentFrame extends JFrame { public static void main(String[] args) { JFrame frame = new InvestmentFrame(); frame.setDefaultCloseOperation(JFrame.EXIT_ON_CLOSE); frame.setVisible(true); } public InvestmentFrame() { account = new BankAccount(INITIAL_BALANCE);
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// Use instance variables for components label = new JLabel("balance: " + account.getBalance()); // Use helper methods createButton(); createPanel(); setSize(FRAME_WIDTH, FRAME_HEIGHT); } . . . }



This is a convenient shortcut that you will find in many programs, but it does muddle the responsibilities between the frame class and the program. Therefore, we do not use this approach in this book.



Summary of Learning Objectives Explain the notions of inheritance, superclasses, and subclasses.



• Sets of classes can form complex inheritance hierarchies. Implement subclasses in Java.



• Inheritance is a mechanism for extending existing classes by adding instance • • • • •



variables and methods. A subclass inherits the methods of its superclass. The instance variables declared in the superclass are present in subclass objects. A subclass has no access to private instance variables of its superclass. The more general class is called a superclass. The more specialized class that inherits from the superclass is called the subclass. Inheriting from a class differs from implementing an interface: The subclass inherits behavior from the superclass.



Describe how a subclass can override methods from its superclass.



• A subclass can inherit a superclass method or override it by providing another



implementation. • Use the super reserved word to call a method of the superclass. Describe how a subclass can construct its superclass.



• To call the superclass constructor, you use the super reserved word in the first



statement of the subclass constructor. Describe how to convert between class and superclass types.



• Subclass references can be converted to superclass references. • The instanceof operator tests whether an object belongs to a particular type. Describe dynamic method lookup and polymorphism.



• When the virtual machine calls an instance method, it locates the method of the



implicit parameter’s class. This is called dynamic method lookup. • An abstract method is a method whose implementation is not specified.
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Review Exercises 459 • An abstract class is a class that cannot be instantiated. • Protected features can be accessed by all subclasses and by all classes in the same



package. Provide appropriate overrides of the methods of the Object superclass.



• • • •



Every class extends the Object class either directly or indirectly. In your classes, provide toString methods that describe each object’s state. When implementing the equals method, test whether two objects have equal state. The clone method makes a new object with the same state as an existing object.



Use inheritance to customize frames.



• Provide a JFrame subclass for a complex frame.



Classes, Objects, and Methods Introduced in this Chapter java.lang.Cloneable java.lang.CloneNotSupportedException



java.lang.Object clone toString



Media Resources • Worked Example Implementing an Employee Hierarchy for Payroll Processing • Lab Exercises www.wiley.com/ college/ horstmann



Animation Inheritance Practice Quiz Code Completion Exercises



Review Exercises R10.1 What is the balance of b after the following operations? SavingsAccount b = new SavingsAccount(10); b.deposit(5000); b.withdraw(b.getBalance() / 2); b.addInterest();



R10.2 Describe all constructors of the SavingsAccount class. List all methods that are inher-



ited from the BankAccount class. List all methods that are added to the SavingsAccount class. R10.3 Can you convert a superclass reference into a subclass reference? A subclass refer-



ence into a superclass reference? If so, give examples. If not, explain why not.
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460 Chapter 10 Inheritance R10.4 Identify the superclass and the subclass in each of the following pairs of classes. a. Employee, Manager b. Polygon, Triangle c. GraduateStudent, Student d. Person, Student e. Employee, GraduateStudent f. BankAccount, CheckingAccount g. Vehicle, Car h. Vehicle, Minivan i. Car, Minivan j. Truck, Vehicle



R10.5 Suppose the class Sub extends the class Sandwich. Which of the following assignments



are legal? Sandwich x = new Sandwich(); Sub y = new Sub();



a. x b. y c. y d. x



= y; = x; = new Sandwich(); = new Sub();



R10.6 Draw an inheritance diagram that shows the inheritance relationships between the



classes: • Person • Employee • Student



• • •



Instructor Classroom Object



R10.7 In an object-oriented traffic simulation system, we have the following classes:



• • • • •



Vehicle Car Truck Sedan Coupe



• • • • •



PickupTruck SportUtilityVehicle Minivan Bicycle Motorcycle



Draw an inheritance diagram that shows the relationships between these classes. R10.8 What inheritance relationships would you establish among the following classes?



• • • • • • •



Student Professor TeachingAssistant Employee Secretary DepartmentChair Janitor



• • • • • •



SeminarSpeaker Person Course Seminar Lecture ComputerLab
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Review Exercises 461 R10.9 Which of these conditions returns true? Check the Java documentation for the



inheritance patterns. a. Rectangle r = new Rectangle(5, 10, 20, 30); b. if (r instanceof Rectangle) . . . c. if (r instanceof Point) . . . d. if (r instanceof Rectangle2D.Double) . . . e. if (r instanceof RectangularShape) . . . f. if (r instanceof Object) . . . g. if (r instanceof Shape) . . .



R10.10 Explain the two meanings of the super reserved word. Explain the two meanings of



the this reserved word. How are they related? R10.11 (Tricky.) Consider the two calls public class D extends B { public void f() { this.g(); // 1 } public void g() { super.g(); // 2 } . . . }



Which of them is an example of polymorphism? R10.12 Consider this program: public class AccountPrinter { public static void main(String[] args) { SavingsAccount momsSavings = new SavingsAccount(0.5); CheckingAccount harrysChecking = new CheckingAccount(0); . . . endOfMonth(momsSavings); endOfMonth(harrysChecking); printBalance(momsSavings); printBalance(harrysChecking); } public static void endOfMonth(SavingsAccount savings) { savings.addInterest(); } public static void endOfMonth(CheckingAccount checking) { checking.deductFees(); }
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public static void printBalance(BankAccount account) { System.out.println("The balance is $" + account.getBalance()); } }



Do the calls to the endOfMonth methods use dynamic method invocation? Inside the printBalance method, does the call to getBalance use dynamic method invocation? R10.13 Explain the terms shallow copy and deep copy. R10.14 What access attribute should instance variables have? What access attribute should



static variables have? How about static final variables? R10.15 What access attribute should instance methods have? Does the same hold for static



methods? R10.16 The static variables System.in and System.out are public. Is it possible to overwrite



them? If so, how? R10.17 Why are public instance variables dangerous? Are public static variables more dan-



gerous than public instance variables?



Programming Exercises P10.1 Enhance the addInterest method of the SavingsAccount class to compute the interest



on the minimum balance since the last call to addInterest. Hint: You need to modify the withdraw method as well, and you need to add an instance variable to remember the minimum balance. P10.2 Add a TimeDepositAccount class to the bank account hierarchy. The time deposit



account is just like a savings account, but you promise to leave the money in the account for a particular number of months, and there is a $20 penalty for early withdrawal. Construct the account with the interest rate and the number of months to maturity. In the addInterest method, decrement the count of months. If the count is positive during a withdrawal, charge the withdrawal penalty. P10.3 Add a class NumericQuestion to the question hierarchy of How To 10.1. If the



response and the expected answer differ by no more than 0.01, then accept it as correct. P10.4 Add a class FillInQuestion to the question hierarchy of How To 10.1. An object of



this class is constructed with a string that contains the answer, surrounded by _ _, for example, "The inventor of Java was _James Gosling_" . The question should be displayed as The inventor of Java was _____



P10.5 Modify the checkAnswer method of the Question class of How To 10.1 so that it does



not take into account different spaces or upper/lowercase characters. For example, the response " JAMES gosling" should match an answer of "James Gosling".
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Programming Exercises 463 P10.6 Add a class MultiChoiceQuestion to the question hierarchy of How To 10.1 that allows



multiple correct choices. The respondent should provide all correct choices, separated by spaces. Provide instructions in the question text. P10.7 Add a class AnyCorrectChoiceQuestion to the question hierarchy of How To 10.1 that



allows multiple correct choices. The respondent should provide any one of the correct choices. The answer string should contain all of the correct choices, separated by spaces. P10.8 Add a method addText to the Question class of How To 10.1 and provide a different



implementation of ChoiceQuestion that calls addText rather than storing an array list of choices. P10.9 Provide toString and equals methods for the Question and ChoiceQuestion classes of



How To 10.1. P10.10 Implement a subclass Square that extends the Rectangle class. In the constructor,



accept the x- and y-positions of the center and the side length of the square. Call the and setSize methods of the Rectangle class. Look up these methods in the documentation for the Rectangle class. Also supply a method getArea that computes and returns the area of the square. Write a sample program that asks for the center and side length, then prints out the square (using the toString method that you inherit from Rectangle) and the area of the square. setLocation



P10.11 Implement a superclass Person. Make two classes, Student and Instructor, that inherit



from Person. A person has a name and a year of birth. A student has a major, and an instructor has a salary. Write the class declarations, the constructors, and the methods toString for all classes. Supply a test program that tests these classes and methods. P10.12 Make a class Employee with a name and salary. Make a class Manager inherit from Employee. Add an instance variable, named department, of type String. Supply a method toString that prints the manager’s name, department, and salary. Make a class Executive inherit from Manager. Supply appropriate toString methods for all classes. Supply a test program that tests these classes and methods.



P10.13 Reorganize the bank account classes as follows. In the BankAccount class, introduce



an abstract method endOfMonth with no implementation. Rename the addInterest and methods into endOfMonth in the subclasses. Which classes are now abstract and which are concrete? Write a static method void test(BankAccount account) that makes five transactions and then calls endOfMonth. Test it with instances of all concrete account classes.



deductFees



G P10.14 Implement an abstract class Vehicle and concrete subclasses Car and Truck. A vehicle



has a position on the screen. Write methods draw that draw cars and trucks as follows:



Car



Truck
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Then write a method randomVehicle that randomly generates Vehicle references, with an equal probability for constructing cars and trucks, with random positions. Call it 10 times and draw all of them. G P10.15 Write a program that prompts the user for an integer, using a JOptionPane, and then



draws as many rectangles at random positions in a component as the user requested. Use inheritance for your frame class. G P10.16 Write a program that asks the user to enter an integer n into a JOptionPane, and then



draws an n-by-n grid. Use inheritance for the frame class.



Programming Projects Project 10.1 Your task is to program robots with varying behaviors. The robots try to escape a



maze, such as the following: * ******* * * * * ***** * * * * * * * *** * * * * *** * * * * * * ******* *



A robot has a position and a method void move(Maze m) that modifies the position. Provide a common superclass Robot whose move method does nothing. Provide subclasses RandomRobot, RightHandRuleRobot, and MemoryRobot. Each of these robots has a different strategy for escaping. The RandomRobot simply makes random moves. The RightHandRuleRobot moves around the maze so that it’s right hand always touches a wall. The MemoryRobot remembers all positions that it has previously occupied and never goes back to a position that it knows to be a dead end. Project 10.2 Implement the toString, equals, and clone methods for all subclasses of the BankAc-



class, as well as the Bank class of Chapter 7. Write unit tests that verify that your methods work correctly. Be sure to test a Bank that holds objects from a mixture of account classes.



count
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Answers to Self-Check Questions 465



Answers to Self-Check Questions 1. To express the common behavior of text fields and text components. 2. Not all bank accounts earn interest. 3. Two instance variables: balance and interestRate. 4. deposit, withdraw, getBalance, and addInterest. 5. Manager is the subclass; Employee is the superclass. 6. The SavingsAccount class inherits the deposit, withdraw, and getBalance methods. The addInterest



method is new. No methods override superclass methods.



7. It needs to reduce the balance, and it cannot access the balance instance variable 8. 9. 10.



11.



12. 13. 14. 15. 16.



17. 18.



directly. So that the count can reflect the number of transactions for the following month. It was content to use the superclass constructor without parameters, which sets the balance to zero. No—this is a requirement only for constructors. For example, the CheckingAccount.deposit method first increments the transaction count, then calls the superclass method. We want to use the method for all kinds of bank accounts. Had we used a parameter of type SavingsAccount, we couldn’t have called the method with a CheckingAccount object. We cannot invoke the deposit method on a variable of type Object. The object is an instance of BankAccount or one of its subclasses. The balance of a is unchanged (you withdraw from and deposit to the same account), and the transaction count is incremented twice. It certainly should—unless, of course, x is null. If toString returns a string that describes all instance variables, you can simply call toString on the implicit and explicit parameters, and compare the results. However, comparing the instance variables is more efficient than converting them into strings. Three: InvestmentFrameViewer, InvestmentFrame, and BankAccount. The InvestmentFrame constructor adds the panel to itself.
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Chapter



Input/Output and Exception Handling



CHAPTER GOALS • To be able to read and write text ﬁles • To learn how to throw and catch exceptions • To be able to design your own exception classes • To understand the difference between checked and unchecked exceptions



• To know when and where to catch an exception



This chapter starts with a discussion of file input and output. Whenever you read or write data, potential errors are to be expected. A file may have been corrupted or deleted, or it may be stored on another computer that was just disconnected from the network. In order to deal with these issues, you need to know about exception handling. This chapter tells you how your programs can report exceptional conditions, and how they can recover when an exceptional condition has occurred.



467
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Reading and Writing Text Files
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COMMON ERROR 11.1: Backslashes in File Names 470 COMMON ERROR 11.2: Constructing a Scanner with a String 470 SPECIAL TOPIC 11.1: File Dialog Boxes 471 SPECIAL TOPIC 11.2: Reading Web Pages 472 SPECIAL TOPIC 11.3: Command Line Arguments 472



11.2



Reading Text Input



473



PRODUCTIVITY HINT 11.1: Regular Expressions 477 HOW TO 11.1: Processing Text Files 478 WORKED EXAMPLE 11.1: Analyzing Baby Names



481 SYNTAX 11.1: Throwing an Exception 483 11.3



Throwing Exceptions



11.4 Checked and Unchecked Exceptions 483



11.5



Catching Exceptions



485



SYNTAX 11.3: Catching Exceptions 486 QUALITY TIP 11.1: Throw Early, Catch Late 487 QUALITY TIP 11.2: Do Not Squelch Exceptions 487



11.6



The finally Clause



488



SYNTAX 11.4: The finally Clause 488 QUALITY TIP 11.3: Do Not Use catch and finally in the Same try Statement 489 SPECIAL TOPIC 11.4: Automatic Resource Management in Java 7 490



11.7 Designing Your Own Exception Types 490 QUALITY TIP 11.4: Do Throw Speciﬁc Exceptions 491



11.8



Case Study: A Complete Example



491
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11.1 Reading and Writing Text Files We begin this chapter by discussing the common task of reading and writing files that contain text. Examples are files that are created with a simple text editor, such as Windows Notepad, as well as Java source code and HTML files. The simplest mechanism for reading text is to use the Scanner class. You already know how to use a Scanner for reading console input. To read input from a disk file, the Scanner class relies on another class, File, which describes disk files and directories. (The File class has many methods that we do not discuss in this book; for example, methods that delete or rename a file.) First construct a File object with the name of the input file, then use the File to construct a Scanner object: File inFile = new File("input.txt"); Scanner in = new Scanner(inFile); When reading text ﬁles, use the Scanner class.



When writing text ﬁles, use the PrintWriter class.



This Scanner object reads text from the file input.txt. You can use the Scanner methods (such as next, nextLine, nextInt, and nextDouble) to read data from the input file. To write output to a file, you construct a PrintWriter object with the given file name, for example PrintWriter out = new PrintWriter("output.txt");



If the output file already exists, it is emptied before the new data are written into it. If the file doesn’t exist, an empty file is created. You can also construct a PrintWriter object from a File object. This is useful if you use a file chooser (see Special Topic 11.1). The PrintWriter class is an enhancement of the PrintStream class that you already know—System.out is a PrintStream object. You can use the familiar print, println, and printf methods with any PrintWriter object: out.print(29.95); out.println(new Rectangle(5, 10, 15, 25)); out.printf("%10.2f", price);



468
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You must close a print stream when you are done writing output.



When you are done writing to a file, be sure to close the PrintWriter: out.close();



If your program exits without closing the PrintWriter, the disk file may not contain all of the output. The following program puts these concepts to work. It reads all lines of an input file and sends them to the output file, preceded by line numbers. If the input file is Mary had a little lamb Whose fleece was white as snow. And everywhere that Mary went, The lamb was sure to go!



then the program produces the output file /* /* /* /*



1 2 3 4



*/ */ */ */



Mary had a little lamb Whose fleece was white as snow. And everywhere that Mary went, The lamb was sure to go!



The line numbers are enclosed in /* */ delimiters so that the program can be used for numbering Java source files. There is one additional issue that we need to tackle. When the input or output file doesn’t exist, a FileNotFoundException can occur. The compiler insists that we tell it what the program should do when that happens. (In this regard, the FileNotFoundException is different from the exceptions that you have already encountered. We will discuss this difference in detail in Section 11.4.) In our sample program, we take the easy way out and acknowledge that the main method should simply be terminated if the exception occurs. We label the main method like this: public static void main(String[] args) throws FileNotFoundException



You will see in the following sections how to deal with exceptions in a more professional way. ch11/lines/LineNumberer.java 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 19 20



import import import import



java.io.File; java.io.FileNotFoundException; java.io.PrintWriter; java.util.Scanner;



/**



This program applies line numbers to a file. */ public class LineNumberer { public static void main(String[] args) throws FileNotFoundException { // Prompt for the input and output file names Scanner console = new Scanner(System.in); System.out.print("Input file: "); String inputFileName = console.next(); System.out.print("Output file: "); String outputFileName = console.next();
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21 22 23 24 25 26 27 28 29 30 31 32 33 34 35 36 37 38 39 40



SELF CHECK



1. 2.



// Construct the Scanner and PrintWriter objects for reading and writing File inputFile = new File(inputFileName); Scanner in = new Scanner(inputFile); PrintWriter out = new PrintWriter(outputFileName); int lineNumber = 1; // Read the input and write the output while (in.hasNextLine()) { String line = in.nextLine(); out.println("/* " + lineNumber + " */ " + line); lineNumber++; } in.close(); out.close(); } }



What happens when you supply the same name for the input and output files to the LineNumberer program? What happens when you supply the name of a nonexistent input file to the LineNumberer program?



Common Error 11.1 Backslashes in File Names When you specify a file name as a string literal, and the name contains backslash characters (as in a Windows file name), you must supply each backslash twice: inFile = new File("c:\\homework\\input.dat");



Recall that a single backslash inside quoted strings is an escape character that is combined with another character to form a special meaning, such as \n for a newline character. The \\ combination denotes a single backslash. When a user supplies a file name to a program, however, the user should not type the backslash twice.



Common Error 11.2 Constructing a Scanner with a String When you construct a PrintWriter with a string, it writes to a file: PrintWriter out = new PrintWriter("output.txt");



However, this does not work for a Scanner. The statement Scanner in = new Scanner("input.txt"); //



ERROR?



does not open a file. Instead, it simply reads through the string: in.nextLine() returns the string "input.txt". This feature can be useful—see Section 11.2.3 for an example.
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OK



Special Topic 11.1 File Dialog Boxes The JFileChooser dialog box allows users to select a ﬁle by navigating through directories.



A File object describes a ﬁle or directory.



In a program with a graphical user interface, you will want to use a file dialog box (such as the one shown in the figure below) whenever the users of your program need to pick a file. The JFileChooser class implements a file dialog box for the Swing user interface toolkit. The JFileChooser class has many options to fine-tune the display of the dialog box, but in its most basic form it is quite simple: Construct a file chooser object; then call the showOpenDialog or showSaveDialog method. Both methods show the same dialog box, but the button for selecting a file is labeled “Open” or “Save”, depending on which method you call. For better placement of the dialog box on the screen, you can specify the user interface component over which to pop up the dialog box. If you don’t care where the dialog box pops up, you can simply pass null. The showOpenDialog and showSaveDialog methods return either JFileChooser.APPROVE_OPTION , if the user has chosen a file, or JFileChooser.CANCEL_OPTION , if the user canceled the selection. If a file was chosen, then you call the getSelectedFile method to obtain a File object that describes the file. Here is a complete example: JFileChooser chooser = new JFileChooser(); Scanner in = null; if (chooser.showOpenDialog(null) == JFileChooser.APPROVE_OPTION) { File selectedFile = chooser.getSelectedFile(); in = new Scanner(selectedFile); . . . }



A JFileChooser Dialog Box
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Special Topic 11.2 Reading Web Pages You can read the contents of a web page with this sequence of commands: String address = "http://java.sun.com/index.html"; URL locator = new URL(address); Scanner in = new Scanner(locator.openStream());



Now simply read the contents of the web page with the Scanner in the usual way. The URL constructor and the openStream method can throw an IOException. You need to tag the main method with throws IOException . (See Section 11.3 for more information on the throws clause.)



Special Topic 11.3 Command Line Arguments Depending on the operating system and Java development system used, there are different methods of starting a program—for example, by selecting “Run” in the compilation environment, by clicking on an icon, or by typing the name of the program at a prompt in a terminal or shell window. The latter method is called “invoking the program from the command line”. When you use this method, you must type the name of the program, but you can also type in additional information that the program can use. These additional strings are called command line arguments. For example, it is convenient to specify the input and output file names for the LineNumberer program on the command line: java LineNumberer input.txt numbered.txt



When you launch a program from the command line, you can specify arguments after the program name. The program can access these strings by processing the args parameter of the main method.



The strings that are typed after the Java program name are placed into the args parameter of the main method. (Now you finally know the use of the args parameter that you have seen in so many programs!) For example, with the given program invocation, the args parameter of the LineNumberer.main method has the following contents: • args[0] is "input.txt" • args[1] is "numbered.txt" The main method can then process these parameters, for example: if (args.length >= 1) inputFileName = args[0];



It is entirely up to the program what to do with the command line argument strings. It is customary to interpret strings starting with a hyphen (–) as program options. For example, we may want to enhance the LineNumberer program so that a -c option places line numbers inside comment delimiters; for example java LineNumberer -c HelloWorld.java HelloWorld.txt



If the -c option is missing, the delimiters should not be included. Here is how the method can analyze the command line arguments: for (String arg : args) { if (arg.startsWith("-")) // It’s an option { if (arg.equals("-c")) useCommentDelimiters = true;



main
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Should you support command line interfaces for your programs, or should you instead supply a graphical user interface with file chooser dialog boxes? For a casual and infrequent user, the graphical user interface is much better. The user interface guides the user along and makes it possible to navigate the application without much knowledge. But for a frequent user, graphical user interfaces have a major drawback—they are hard to automate. If you need to process hundreds of files every day, you could spend all your time typing file names into file chooser dialog boxes. But it is not difficult to call a program multiple times automatically with different command line arguments. Productivity Hint 7.3 discusses how to use shell scripts (also called batch files) for this purpose.



11.2 Reading Text Input In the following sections, you will learn how to process complex text input that you often encounter in real life situations.



11.2.1 Reading Words The next method reads a word at a time. Call Scanner. useDelimiter to specify a pattern for word boundaries.



In the preceding example program, we read input a line at a time. Sometimes, it is useful to read words rather than lines. For example, consider the loop while (in.hasNext()) { String input = in.next(); System.out.println(input); }



With our sample input, this loop would print a word on every line: Mary had a little lamb



In Java, a word is not the same as in English. It is any sequence of characters that is not white space. White space includes spaces, tab characters, and the newline characters that separate lines. For example, the following are considered words: snow. 1729 C++



(Note the period after snow—it is considered a part of the word because it is not white space.) Here is precisely what happens when the next method is executed. Input characters that are white space are consumed—that is, removed from the input. However, they do not become part of the word. The first character that is not white space
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becomes the first character of the word. More characters are added until either another white space character occurs, or the end of the input has been reached. Sometimes, you want to read just the words and discard anything that isn’t a letter. You achieve this task by calling the useDelimiter method on your Scanner object as follows: Scanner in = new Scanner(. . .); in.useDelimiter("[^A-Za-z]+");



Here, we set the character pattern that separates words to “any sequence of characters other than letters”. (The notation used for describing the character pattern is called a regular expression. See Productivity Hint 11.1 on page 477 if you are interested in more details.) With this setting, punctuation and numbers are stripped off from the words returned by the next method.



11.2.2 Processing Lines The nextLine method reads a line of input and consumes the newline character at the end of the line.



When each line of a file is a data record, it is often best to read entire lines with the nextLine method: String line = in.nextLine();



The nextLine method consumes the next input line (including the newline character) and returns the line without the newline character. You can then take the line apart for further processing. Here is a typical example of processing lines in a file. A file with population data from the CIA Fact Book site (http://www.cia.gov/library/publications/the-worldfactbook/) contains lines such as the following: China 1330044605 India 1147995898 United States 303824646 . . .



Because some country names have more than one word, it would be tedious to read this file using the next method. For example, after reading United, how would your program know that it still needs to read another word before reading the population count? Instead, read each input line into a string. Then use the isDigit and isWhitespace methods to find out where the name ends and the number starts. Locate the first digit: int i = 0; while (!Character.isDigit(line.charAt(i))) { i++; }



Then extract the country name and population: String countryName = line.substring(0, i); String population = line.substring(i);



However, the country name contains one or more spaces at the end. Use the method to remove them:



trim



countryName = countryName.trim();



The trim method returns the string with all white space at the beginning and end removed.
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Use trim to remove this space.



i starts here



U 0



n 1



i 2



t 3



e 4



d 5



S 7



6



t 8



i ends here



a t e s 3 0 3 8 2 4 6 4 6 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 19 20 21 22



countryName



population



There is another problem. The population is stored in a string, not a number. Use the Integer.parseInt method to convert it: int populationValue = Integer.parseInt(population);



You need to be careful when calling the Integer.parseInt method. Its parameter value must be a string containing the digits of an integer or a NumberFormatException occurs. The parameter value may not contain any additional characters. Not even spaces are allowed! In our situation, we happen to know that there won’t be any spaces at the beginning of the string, but there might be some at the end. Therefore, we use the trim method: int populationValue = Integer.parseInt(population.trim());



Here you saw how to break a string into parts by looking at individual characters. Another approach is occasionally easier. Construct a new Scanner object to read the characters from a string: Scanner lineScanner = new Scanner(line);



Then you can use numbers:



lineScanner



like any other



Scanner



object, reading words and



String countryName = lineScanner.next(); while (!lineScanner.hasNextInt()) { countryName = countryName + " " + lineScanner.next(); } int populationValue = lineScanner.nextInt();



11.2.3 Reading Numbers The nextInt and nextDouble methods consume white space and the next number.



You have used the nextInt and nextDouble methods of the Scanner class many times, but here we will have a look at their behavior in detail. Suppose you call double value = in.nextDouble();



The



nextDouble method recognizes floating-point numbers such as 3.14159, -21, or (a billion in scientific notation). However, if there is no number in the input, then a NoSuchElementException occurs. Consider an input containing the characters



1E12



2



1



s



t



c



e



n t



u



r



y



White space is consumed and the word 21st is read. However, this word is not a properly formatted number. In this situation, an “input mismatch exception” occurs.
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To avoid exceptions, use the hasNextDouble method to screen the input. For example, if (in.hasNextDouble()) { double value = in.nextDouble(); . . . }



Similarly, you should call the hasNextInt method before calling nextInt. Note that the nextInt and nextDouble methods do not consume the white space that follows a number. This can be a problem if you alternate between calling nextInt/nextDouble and nextLine. Suppose a file contains student IDs and names in this format: 1729 Harry Morgan 1730 Diana Lin . . .



Now suppose you read the file with these instructions: while (in.hasNextInt()) { int studentID = in.nextInt(); String name = in.nextLine();



Process the student ID and name }



Initially, the input contains 1



7



2



9 \n H



a



r



r



y



After the first call to nextInt, the input contains \n H



a



r



r



y



The call to nextLine reads an empty string! The remedy is to add a call to after reading the ID:



nextLine



int studentID = in.nextInt(); in.nextLine(); // Consume the newline String name = in.nextLine();



11.2.4 Reading Characters To read one character at a time, set the delimiter pattern to the empty string.



Sometimes, you want to read a file one character at a time. You achieve this task by calling the useDelimiter method on your Scanner object with an empty string: Scanner in = new Scanner(. . .); in.useDelimiter("");



Now each call to next returns a string consisting of a single character. Here is how you can process the characters: while (in.hasNext()) {
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SELF CHECK



3.



Suppose the input contains the characters 6,995.0. What is the value of number and input after these statements? int number = in.nextInt(); String input = in.next();



4.



Suppose the input contains the characters 6,995.00 and quantity after these statements?



12.



What is the value of price



double price = in.nextDouble(); int quantity = in.nextInt(); 5.



Your input file contains a sequence of numbers, but sometimes a value is not available and marked as N/A. How can you read the numbers and skip over the markers?



Productivity Hint 11.1 Regular Expressions Regular expressions describe character patterns. For example, numbers have a simple form. They contain one or more digits. The regular expression describing numbers is [0-9]+. The set [0-9] denotes any digit between 0 and 9, and the + means “one or more”. The search commands of professional programming editors understand regular expressions. Moreover, several utility programs use regular expressions to locate matching text. A commonly used program that uses regular expressions is grep (which stands for “global regular expression print”). You can run grep from a command line or from inside some compilation environments. Grep is part of the UNIX operating system, and versions are available for Windows. It needs a regular expression and one or more files to search. When grep runs, it displays a set of lines that match the regular expression. Suppose you want to look for all magic numbers (see Quality Tip 4.1) in a file. The command grep [0-9]+ Homework.java



lists all lines in the file Homework.java that contain sequences of digits. That isn’t terribly useful; lines with variable names x1 will be listed. OK, you want sequences of digits that do not immediately follow letters: grep [^A-Za-z][0-9]+ Homework.java



The set [^A-Za-z] denotes any characters that are not in the ranges A to Z and a to z. This works much better, and it shows only lines that contain actual numbers. The useDelimiter method of the Scanner class accepts a regular expression to describe delimiters—the blocks of text that separate words. As already mentioned, if you set the delimiter pattern to [^A-Za-z]+, a delimiter is a sequence of one or more characters that are not letters. For more information on regular expressions, consult one of the many tutorials on the Internet by pointing your search engine to “regular expression tutorial”.
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HOW TO 11.1



Processing Text Files Processing text files that contain real data can be surprisingly challenging. This How To gives you step-by-step guidance. As an example, we will consider this task: Read two country data files, worldpop.txt and worldarea.txt (supplied with your book code). Both files contain data for the same countries in the same order. Write a file world_pop_density.txt that contains country names and population densities (people per square km), with the country names aligned left and the numbers aligned right: Afghanistan Akrotiri Albania Algeria American Samoa . . .



Step 1



50.56 127.64 125.91 14.18 288.92



Understand the processing task. As always, you need to have a clear understanding of the task before designing a solution. Can you carry out the task by hand (perhaps with smaller input files)? If not, get more information about the problem. One important aspect that you need to consider is whether you can process the data as it becomes available, or whether you need to store it first. For example, if you are asked to write out sorted data, you need to first collect all input, perhaps by placing it in an array list. However, it is often possible to process the data “on the go”, without storing it. In our example, we can read each file a line at a time and compute the density for each line because our input files store the population and area data in the same order. The following pseudocode describes our processing task. While there are more lines to be read Read a line from each file. Extract the country name. population = number following the country name in the line from the first file area = number following the country name in the line from the second file If area != 0 density = population / area Print country name and density.



Step 2



Determine which files you need to read and write. This should be clear from the problem. In our example, there are two input files, the population data and the area data, and one output file.



Step 3



Choose a mechanism for obtaining the file names. There are four options: • Hard-coding the file names (such as "worldpop.txt") • Asking the user: Scanner in = new Scanner(System.in); System.out.print("Enter filename: "); String inFile = in.nextLine();



• Using command line arguments for the file names (see Special Topic 11.3 on page 472) • Using a file chooser dialog box (see Special Topic 11.1 on page 471)
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Choose between line, word, and character-based input. As a rule of thumb, read lines if the input data is grouped by lines. That is the case with tabular data, such as in our example, or when you need to report line numbers. When gathering data that can be distributed over several lines, then it makes more sense to read words. Keep in mind that you lose all white space when you read words. Reading characters is mostly useful for tasks that require access to individual characters. Examples include analyzing character frequencies, changing tabs to spaces, or encryption.



Step 5



With line-oriented input, extract the required data. It is simple to read a line of input with the nextLine method. Then you need to get the data out of that line. You can extract substrings, as described in Section 11.2.2. Typically, you will use methods such as Character.isWhitespace and Character.isDigit to find the boundaries of substrings. If you need any of the substrings as numbers, you must convert them, using Integer.parseInt or Double.parseDouble .



Step 6



Use classes and methods to factor out common tasks. Processing input files usually has repetitive tasks, such as skipping over white space or extracting numbers from strings. It really pays off to isolate these tedious operations from the remainder of the code. In our example, we have a task that occurs twice: splitting an input line into the country name and the value that follows. We implement a simple CountryValue class for this purpose, using the technique described in Section 11.2.2. Here is the complete source code. ch11/population/CountryValue.java 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 19 20 21 22 23 24 25 26 27 28



/**



Describes a value that is associated with a country. */ public class CountryValue { private String country; private double value; /**



Constructs a CountryValue from an input line. @param line a line containing a country name, followed by a value */ public CountryValue(String line) { int i = 0; // Locate the start of the first digit while (!Character.isDigit(line.charAt(i))) { i++; } int j = i - 1; // Locate the end of the preceding word while (Character.isWhitespace(line.charAt(j))) { j--; } country = line.substring(0, j + 1); // Extract the country name value = Double.parseDouble(line.substring(i).trim()); // Extract the value } /**



Gets the country name. @return the country name */ public String getCountry() { return country; }
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29 30 31 32 33 34



/**



Gets the associated value. @return the value associated with the country */ public double getValue() { return value; } }



ch11/population/PopulationDensity.java 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 19 20 21 22 23 24 25 26 27 28 29 30 31 32 33 34 35 36



Worked Example 11.1



import import import import



java.io.File; java.io.FileNotFoundException; java.io.PrintWriter; java.util.Scanner;



public class PopulationDensity { public static void main(String[] args) throws FileNotFoundException { // Open input files Scanner in1 = new Scanner(new File("worldpop.txt")); Scanner in2 = new Scanner(new File("worldarea.txt")); // Open output file PrintWriter out = new PrintWriter("world_pop_density.txt"); // Read lines from each file while (in1.hasNextLine() && in2.hasNextLine()) { CountryValue population = new CountryValue(in1.nextLine()); CountryValue area = new CountryValue(in2.nextLine()); // Compute and print the population density double density = 0; if (area.getValue() != 0) // Protect against division by zero { density = population.getValue() / area.getValue(); } out.printf("%-40s%15.2f\n", population.getCountry(), density); } in1.close(); in2.close(); out.close(); } }



Analyzing Baby Names In this Worked Example, you will use data from the Social Security Administration to analyze the most popular baby names.



Available online in WileyPLUS and at www.wiley.com/college/horstmann.
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11.3 Throwing Exceptions



To signal an exceptional condition, use the throw statement to throw an exception object.



There are two main aspects to exception handling: reporting and recovery. A major challenge of error handling is that the point of reporting is usually far apart from the point of recovery. For example, the get method of the ArrayList class may detect that a nonexistent element is being accessed, but it does not have enough information to decide what to do about this failure. Should the user be asked to try a different operation? Should the program be aborted after saving the user’s work? These decisions must be made in a different part of the program. In Java, exception handling provides a flexible mechanism for passing control from the point of error reporting to a competent recovery handler. In the remainder of this chapter, we will look into the details of this mechanism. When you detect an error condition, your job is really easy. You just throw an appropriate exception object, and you are done. For example, suppose someone tries to withdraw too much money from a bank account. public class BankAccount { . . . public void withdraw(double amount) { if (amount > balance) // Now what? . . . } }



First look for an appropriate exception class. The Java library provides many classes to signal all sorts of exceptional conditions. Figure 1 on the next page shows the most useful ones. Look around for an exception type that might describe your situation. How about the IllegalStateException? Is the bank account in an illegal state for the withdraw operation? Not really—some withdraw operations could succeed. Is the parameter value illegal? Indeed it is. It is just too large. Therefore, let’s throw an IllegalArgumentException. (The term argument is an alternative term for a parameter value.)



When you throw an exception, the current method terminates immediately.



public class BankAccount { public void withdraw(double amount) { if (amount > balance) { throw new IllegalArgumentException("Amount exceeds balance"); } balance = balance - amount; } . . . }



The statement throw new IllegalArgumentException("Amount exceeds balance");



constructs an object of type IllegalArgumentException and throws that object.
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When you throw an exception, execution does not continue with the next statement but with an exception handler. For now, we won’t worry about the handling of the exception. That is the topic of Section 11.5.



Throwable



Error



IOException



Exception



ClassNot Found Exception



CloneNot Supported Exception



Runtime Exception



EOFException



Arithmetic Exception



FileNotFound Exception



ClassCast Exception



MalformedURL Exception



Illegal Argument Exception



UnknownHost Exception



IllegalState Exception



IndexOut OfBounds Exception



ArrayIndexOut OfBounds Exception



NoSuch Element Exception



InputMismatch Exception



NullPointer Exception



Figure 1



The Hierarchy of Exception Classes



NumberFormat Exception
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Syntax 11.1 Syntax



throw



Throwing an Exception exceptionObject;



Example



Most exception objects can be constructed with an error message.



if (amount > balance) { throw new IllegalArgumentException("Amount exceeds balance"); } balance = balance - amount;



A new exception object is constructed, then thrown.



SELF CHECK



This line is not executed when the exception is thrown.



6. 7.



How should you modify the deposit method to ensure that the balance is never negative? Suppose you construct a new bank account object with a zero balance and then call withdraw(10). What is the value of balance afterwards?



11.4 Checked and Unchecked Exceptions There are two kinds of exceptions: checked and unchecked. Unchecked exceptions extend the class RuntimeException or Error.



Checked exceptions are due to external circumstances that the programmer cannot prevent. The compiler checks that your program handles these exceptions.



Java exceptions fall into two categories, called checked and unchecked exceptions. When you call a method that throws a checked exception, the compiler checks that you don’t ignore it. You must tell the compiler what you are going to do about the exception if it is ever thrown. For example, all subclasses of IOException are checked exceptions. On the other hand, the compiler does not require you to keep track of unchecked exceptions. Exceptions such as NumberFormatException, IllegalArgumentException, and NullPointerException are unchecked exceptions. More generally, all exceptions that belong to subclasses of RuntimeException are unchecked, and all other subclasses of the class Exception are checked. (In Figure 1, the checked exceptions are shaded in a darker color.) There is a second category of internal errors that are reported by throwing objects of type Error. One example is the OutOfMemoryError, which is thrown when all available memory has been used up. These are fatal errors that happen rarely and are beyond your control. They too are unchecked. Why have two kinds of exceptions? A checked exception describes a problem that is likely to occur at times, no matter how careful you are. The unchecked exceptions, on the other hand, are your fault. For example, an unexpected end of file can be caused by forces beyond your control, such as a disk error or a broken network connection. But you are to blame for a NullPointerException, because your code was wrong when it tried to use a null reference. The compiler doesn’t check whether you handle a NullPointerException, because you should test your references for null before using them rather than install a handler for that exception. The compiler does insist that your program be able to handle error conditions that you cannot prevent.
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Actually, those categories aren’t perfect. For example, the Scanner.nextInt method throws an unchecked InputMismatchException if the input does not contain a valid integer. A checked exception would have been more appropriate because the programmer cannot prevent users from entering incorrect input. (The designers of the Scanner class made this choice to make it easy to use for beginning programmers.) As you can see from Figure 1, the majority of checked exceptions occur when you deal with input and output. That is a fertile ground for external failures beyond your control—a file might have been corrupted or removed, a network connection might be overloaded, a server might have crashed, and so on. Therefore, you will need to deal with checked exceptions principally when programming with files and streams. You have seen how to use the Scanner class to read data from a file, by passing a File object to the Scanner constructor: String filename = . . .; File inFile = new File(filename); Scanner in = new Scanner(inFile);



However, the



constructor can throw a FileNotFoundException. The checked exception, so you need to tell the compiler what you are going to do about it. You have two choices. You can handle the exception, using the techniques that you will see in Section 11.5. Or you can simply tell the compiler that you are aware of this exception and that you want your method to be terminated when it occurs. The method that reads input does not usually know what to do about an unexpected error, so that is usually the better option. To declare that a method should be terminated when a checked exception occurs within it, tag the method with a throws clause.



Scanner FileNotFoundException is a



public void read(String filename) throws FileNotFoundException { File inFile = new File(filename); Scanner in = new Scanner(inFile); . . . } Add a throws clause to a method that can throw a checked exception.



The



throws clause in turn signals the caller of your method that it may encounter a FileNotFoundException. Then the caller needs to make the same decision—handle the



exception, or tell its caller that the exception may be thrown. If your method can throw exceptions of different types, you separate the exception class names by commas: public void read(String filename) throws FileNotFoundException, NoSuchElementException



Always keep in mind that exception classes form an inheritance hierarchy. For example, FileNotFoundException is a subclass of IOException. Thus, if a method can throw both an IOException and a FileNotFoundException, you only tag it as throws IOException. It sounds somehow irresponsible not to handle an exception when you know that it happened. Actually, though, it is usually best not to catch an exception if you don’t know how to remedy the situation. After all, what can you do in a low-level read method? Can you tell the user? How? By sending a message to System.out? You don’t know whether this method is called in a graphical program or an embedded system (such as a vending machine), where the user may never see System.out. And even if your users can see your error message, how do you know that they can
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Syntax 11.2 Syntax



The throws Clause



accessSpecifier returnType methodName(parameterType parameterName, . . .) throws ExceptionClass, ExceptionClass, . . .



Example



public void read(String filename) throws FileNotFoundException, NoSuchElementException



You must specify all checked exceptions that this method may throw.



You may also list unchecked exceptions.



understand English? Your class may be used to build an application for users in another country. If you can’t tell the user, can you patch up the data and keep going? How? If you set a variable to zero, null, or an empty string, that may just cause the program to break later, with much greater mystery. Of course, some methods in the program know how to communicate with the user or take other remedial action. By allowing the exception to reach those methods, you make it possible for the exception to be processed by a competent handler. SELF CHECK



8.



Suppose a method calls the Scanner constructor, which can throw a FileNotFoundException, and the nextInt method of the Scanner class, which can cause a NoSuchElementException or InputMismatchException. Which exceptions should be included in the throws clause?



9.



Why is a NullPointerException not a checked exception?



11.5 Catching Exceptions In a method that is ready to handle a particular exception type, place the statements that can cause the exception inside a try block, and the handler inside a catch clause.



Every exception should be handled somewhere in your program. If an exception has no handler, an error message is printed, and your program terminates. That may be fine for a student program. But you would not want a professionally written program to die just because some method detected an unexpected error. Therefore, you should install exception handlers for all exceptions that your program might throw. You install an exception handler with the try/catch statement. Each try block contains one or more statements that may cause an exception. Each catch clause contains the handler for an exception type. Here is an example: try { String filename = . . .; File inFile = new File(filename); Scanner in = new Scanner(inFile); String input = in.next(); int value = Integer.parseInt(input); . . .
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486 Chapter 11 Input/Output and Exception Handling } catch (IOException exception) { exception.printStackTrace(); } catch (NumberFormatException exception) { System.out.println("Input was not a number"); }



Three exceptions may be thrown in this try block: The Scanner constructor can throw a FileNotFoundException, Scanner.next can throw a NoSuchElementException, and Integer.parseInt can throw a NumberFormatException. If any of these exceptions is actually thrown, then the rest of the instructions in the try block are skipped. Here is what happens for the various exception types: • If a FileNotFoundException is thrown, then the catch clause for the IOException is executed. (Recall that FileNotFoundException is a subclass of IOException.) • If a NumberFormatException occurs, then the second catch clause is executed. • A NoSuchElementException is not caught by any of the catch clauses. The exception remains thrown until it is caught by another try block or the main method terminates. When the catch (IOException exception) block is executed, then some method in the block has failed with an IOException. The variable exception contains a reference



try



Syntax 11.3 Syntax



Catching Exceptions



try {



statement statement . . . } catch (ExceptionClass {



exceptionObject)



statement statement . . . }



This constructor can throw a Example



FileNotFoundException.



try {



When an IOException is thrown, execution resumes here.



Additional catch clauses can appear here.



Scanner in = new Scanner(new File("input.txt")); String input = in.next(); process(input); This is the exception that } catch (IOException exception) { System.out.println("Could not open input file"); }



A FileNotFoundException is a special case of an IOException.



was thrown.
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to the exception object that was thrown. The catch clause can analyze that object to find out more details about the failure. For example, you can get a printout of the chain of method calls that lead to the exception, by calling exception.printStackTrace()



In these sample catch clauses, we merely inform the user of the source of the problem. A better way of dealing with the exception would be to give the user another chance to provide a correct input—see Section 11.8 for a solution. It is important to remember that you should place catch clauses only in methods in which you can competently handle the particular exception type. SELF CHECK



10. 11.



Suppose the file with the given file name exists and has no contents. Trace the flow of execution in the try block in this section. Is there a difference between catching checked and unchecked exceptions?



Quality Tip 11.1 Throw Early, Catch Late



Throw an exception as soon as a problem is detected. Catch it only when the problem can be handled.



When a method detects a problem that it cannot solve, it is better to throw an exception rather than to try to come up with an imperfect fix. For example, suppose a method expects to read a number from a file, and the file doesn’t contain a number. Simply using a zero value would be a poor choice because it hides the actual problem and perhaps causes a different problem elsewhere. Conversely, a method should only catch an exception if it can really remedy the situation. Otherwise, the best remedy is simply to have the exception propagate to its caller, allowing it to be caught by a competent handler. These principles can be summarized with the slogan “throw early, catch late”.



Quality Tip 11.2 Do Not Squelch Exceptions When you call a method that throws a checked exception and you haven’t specified a handler, the compiler complains. In your eagerness to continue your work, it is an understandable impulse to shut the compiler up by squelching the exception: try { File inFile = new File(filename); Scanner in = new Scanner(inFile); // Compiler complained about FileNotFoundException . . . } catch (Exception e) {} //



So there!



The do-nothing exception handler fools the compiler into thinking that the exception has been handled. In the long run, this is clearly a bad idea. Exceptions were designed to transmit problem reports to a competent handler. Installing an incompetent handler simply hides an error condition that could be serious.
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11.6 The finally Clause Occasionally, you need to take some action whether or not an exception is thrown. The finally construct is used to handle this situation. Here is a typical situation. It is important to close a PrintWriter to ensure that all output is written to the file. In the following code segment, we open a stream, call one or more methods, and then close the stream: PrintWriter out = new PrintWriter(filename); writeData(out); out.close(); // May never get here



Now suppose that one of the methods before the last line throws an exception. Then the call to close is never executed! Solve this problem by placing the call to close inside a finally clause: PrintWriter out = new PrintWriter(filename); try { writeData(out); } finally { out.close(); }



Syntax 11.4



The finally Clause Syntax



try {



statement statement . . . } finally {



statement statement . . . }



Example



This code may throw exceptions.



This code is always executed, even if an exception occurs.



This variable must be declared outside the try block so that the finally clause can access it. PrintWriter out = new PrintWriter(filename); try { writeData(out); } finally { out.close(); }
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Once a try block is entered, the statements in a finally clause are guaranteed to be executed, whether or not an exception is thrown.



In a normal case, there will be no problem. When the try block is completed, the finally clause is executed, and the writer is closed. However, if an exception occurs, the finally clause is also executed before the exception is passed to its handler. Use the finally clause whenever you need to do some clean up, such as closing a file, to ensure that the clean up happens no matter how the method exits. It is also possible to have a finally clause following one or more catch clauses. Then the code in the finally clause is executed whenever the try block is exited in any of three ways: 1. After completing the last statement of the try block 2. After completing the last statement of a catch clause, if this try block caught an



exception 3. When an exception was thrown in the try block and not caught However, we recommend that you don’t mix block—see Quality Tip 11.3.



catch



and



finally



clauses in the same



try



SELF CHECK



12. 13.



Why was the out variable declared outside the try block? Suppose the file with the given name does not exist. Trace the flow of execution of the code segment in this section.



Quality Tip 11.3 Do Not Use catch and finally in the Same try Statement It is tempting to combine catch and finally clauses, but the resulting code can be hard to understand. Instead, you should use a try/finally statement to close resources and a separate try/catch statement to handle errors. For example, try { PrintWriter out = new PrintWriter(filename); try { Write output to out } finally { out.close(); } } catch (IOException exception) {



Handle exception }



Note that the nested statements work correctly if the exception—see Exercise R11.18.



PrintWriter



constructor throws an
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Special Topic 11.4 Automatic Resource Management in Java 7 In Java 7, you can use a new form of the try block that automatically closes an object that implements the Closeable interface, such as a PrintWriter or Scanner. Here is the syntax: try (PrintWriter out = new PrintWriter(filename)) { Write output to out }



The close method is automatically invoked on the out object when the try block ends, whether or not an exception has occurred. A finally statement is not required.



11.7 Designing Your Own Exception Types Sometimes none of the standard exception types describe your particular error condition well enough. In that case, you can design your own exception class. Consider a bank account. Let’s report an InsufficientFundsException when an attempt is made to withdraw an amount from a bank account that exceeds the current balance. if (amount > balance) { throw new InsufficientFundsException( "withdrawal of " + amount + " exceeds balance of " + balance); } To describe an error condition, provide a subclass of an existing exception class.



Now you need to provide the InsufficientFundsException class. Should it be a checked or an unchecked exception? Is it the fault of some external event, or is it the fault of the programmer? We take the position that the programmer could have prevented the exceptional condition—after all, it would have been an easy matter to check whether amount
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Table 3 The Latin-1 Subset of Unicode Char.
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Java Operator Summary The Java operators are listed in groups of decreasing precedence in the table below. The horizontal lines in the table indicate a change in operator precedence. For example, z = x - y; means z = (x - y); because = has lower precedence than -. The prefix unary operators, conditional operator, and the assignment operators associate right-to-left. All other operators associate left-to-right.



Operator .



Description



Access class feature



[]



Array subscript



()



Function call



++



Increment



--



Decrement



!



Boolean not



~



Bitwise not



+



(unary)



(Has no effect)



-



(unary)



Negative



(TypeName) new



Associativity



Left to right



Right to left



Cast Object allocation



*



Multiplication



/



Division or integer division



%



Integer remainder



+



Addition, string concatenation



-



Subtraction



Left to right



Left to right
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Operator



Description








Right shift with sign extension



>>>



Right shift with zero extension




=



Greater than or equal



instanceof



Associativity



Left to right



Left to right



Tests whether an object’s type is a given type or a subtype thereof



==



Equal



!=



Not equal



&



Bitwise and



Left to right



^



Bitwise exclusive or



Left to right



|



Bitwise or



Left to right



&&



Boolean “short circuit” and



Left to right



||



Boolean “short circuit” or



Left to right



? :



Conditional



Right to left



=



Assignment



op=



Assignment with binary operator (op is one of +, -, *, /, &, |, ^, , >>>)



Left to right



Right to left
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Java Reserved Word Summary Reserved Word



Description



abstract



An abstract class or method



assert



An assertion that a condition is fulfilled



boolean



The Boolean type



break



Breaks out of the current loop or labeled statement



byte



The 8-bit signed integer type



case



A label in a switch statement



catch



The handler for an exception in a try block



char



The 16-bit Unicode character type



class



Defines a class



const



Not used



continue



Skip the remainder of a loop body



default



The default label in a switch statement



do



A loop whose body is executed at least once



double



The 64-bit double-precision floating-point type



else



The alternative clause in an if statement



enum



An enumeration type



extends



Indicates that a class is a subclass of another class



final



A value that cannot be changed after it has been initialized, a method that cannot be overridden, or a class that cannot be extended



finally



A clause of a try block that is always executed



float



The 32-bit single-precision floating-point type



for



A loop with initialization, condition, and update expressions



goto



Not used
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Reserved Word



Description



if



A conditional branch statement



implements



Indicates that a class realizes an interface



import



Allows the use of class names without the package name



instanceof



Tests whether an object’s type is a given type or a subtype thereof



int



The 32-bit integer type



interface



An abstract type with only abstract methods and constants



long



The 64-bit integer type



native



A method implemented in non-Java code



new



Allocates an object



package



A collection of related classes



private



A feature that is accessible only by methods of the same class



protected



A feature that is accessible only by methods of the same class, a subclass, or another class in the same package



public



A feature that is accessible by all methods



return



Returns from a method



short



The 16-bit integer type



static



A feature that is defined for a class, not for individual instances



strictfp



Use strict rules for floating-point computations



super



Invoke the superclass constructor or a superclass method



switch



A selection statement



synchronized



A block of code that is accessible to only one thread at a time



this



The implicit parameter of a method; or invocation of another constructor of the same class



throw



Throws an exception



throws



The exceptions that a method may throw



transient



Instance variables that should not be serialized



try



A block of code with exception handlers or a finally handler



void



Tags a method that doesn’t return a value



volatile



A variable that may be accessed by multiple threads without synchronization



while



A loop statement
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The Java Library This appendix lists all classes and methods from the standard Java library that are used in this book. In the following inheritance hierarchy, superclasses that are not used in this book are shown in gray type. Some classes implement interfaces not covered in this book; they are omitted. Classes are sorted first by package, then alphabetically within a package. java.awt.Shape java.io.Serializable java.lang.Cloneable java.lang.Object java.awt.BorderLayout implements Serializable java.awt.Color implements Serializable java.awt.Component implements Serializable java.awt.Container javax.swing.JComponent javax.swing.AbstractButton javax.swing.JButton javax.swing.JMenuItem javax.swing.JMenu javax.swing.JToggleButton javax.swing.JCheckBox javax.swing.JRadioButton javax.swing.JComboBox javax.swing.JFileChooser javax.swing.JLabel javax.swing.JMenuBar javax.swing.JPanel javax.swing.JOptionPane javax.swing.JScrollPane javax.swing.JSlider javax.swing.text.JTextComponent javax.swing.JTextArea javax.swing.JTextField java.awt.Panel java.applet.Applet javax.swing.JApplet java.awt.Window java.awt.Frame javax.swing.JFrame java.awt.Dimension2D java.awt.Dimension implements Cloneable, Serializable java.awt.FlowLayout implements Serializable java.awt.Font implements Serializable
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The Java Library java.awt.Graphics java.awt.Graphics2D; java.awt.GridLayout implements Serializable java.awt.event.MouseAdapter implements MouseListener java.awt.geom.Line2D implements Cloneable, Shape java.awt.geom.Line2D.Double implements Serializable java.awt.geom.Point2D implements Cloneable java.awt.geom.Point2D.Double implements Serializable java.awt.geom.RectangularShape implements Cloneable, Shape java.awt.geom.Rectangle2D java.awt.Rectangle implements Serializable java.awt.geom.Ellipse2D java.awt.geom.Ellipse2D.Double implements Serializable java.io.File implements Comparable, Serializable java.io.InputStream java.io.FileInputStream java.io.ObjectInputStream java.io.OutputStream java.io.FileOutputStream java.io.FilterOutputStream java.io.PrintStream java.io.ObjectOutputStream java.io.RandomAccessFile java.io.Serializable java.io.Writer java.io.PrintWriter java.lang.Boolean implements Comparable, Serializable java.lang.Character implements Comparable, Serializable java.lang.Class implements Serializable java.lang.Math java.lang.Number implements Serializable java.math.BigDecimal implements Comparable java.math.BigInteger implements Comparable java.lang.Double implements Comparable java.lang.Integer implements Comparable java.lang.String implements Comparable, Serializable java.lang.System java.lang.Thread implements Runnable java.lang.Throwable java.lang.Error java.lang.Exception java.lang.CloneNotSupportedException java.lang.InterruptedException java.io.IOException java.io.EOFException java.io.FileNotFoundException java.lang.RuntimeException java.lang.IllegalArgumentException java.lang.NumberFormatException java.lang.IllegalStateException java.util.NoSuchElementException java.util.InputMismatchException java.lang.NullPointerException java.sql.SQLException javax.xml.xpath.XPathException javax.xml.xpath.XPathExpressionException java.net.ServerSocket java.net.Socket java.net.URL implements Serializable
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java.net.URLConnection java.net.HttpURLConnection java.sql.DriverManager java.text.Format implements Cloneable, Serializable java.text.DateFormat java.util.AbstractCollection java.util.AbstractList java.util.AbstractSequentialList java.util.LinkedList implements Cloneable, List, Serializable java.util.ArrayList implements Cloneable, List, Serializable java.util.AbstractQueue java.util.PriorityQueue implements Serializable java.util.AbstractSet java.util.HashSet implements Cloneable, Serializable, Set java.util.TreeSet implements Cloneable, Serializable, SortedSet java.util.AbstractMap java.util.HashMap implements Cloneable, Map, Serializable java.util.LinkedHashMap java.util.TreeMap implements Cloneable, Serializable, Map java.util.Arrays java.util.Collections java.util.Calendar java.util.GregorianCalendar java.util.Date implements Serializable java.util.Dictionary java.util.Hashtable java.util.Properties implements Serializable java.util.EventObject implements Serializable java.awt.AWTEvent java.awt.event.ActionEvent java.awt.event.ComponentEvent java.awt.event.InputEvent java.awt.event.MouseEvent javax.swing.event.ChangeEvent java.util.Random implements Serializable java.util.Scanner java.util.TimeZone implements Cloneable, Serializable java.util.concurrent.locks.ReentrantLock implements Lock, Serializable java.util.logging.Level implements Serializable java.util.logging.Logger javax.swing.ButtonGroup implements Serializable javax.swing.ImageIcon implements Serializable javax.swing.Timer implements Serializable javax.swing.border.AbstractBorder implements Serializable javax.swing.border.EtchedBorder javax.swing.border.TitledBorder javax.xml.parsers.DocumentBuilder javax.xml.parsers.DocumentBuilderFactory javax.xml.xpath.XPathFactory java.lang.Comparable java.lang.Runnable java.sql.Connection java.sql.ResultSet java.sql.ResultSetMetaData java.sql.Statement java.sql.PreparedStatement java.util.Collection java.util.List java.util.Set java.util.SortedSet
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The Java Library java.util.Comparator java.util.EventListener java.awt.event.ActionListener java.awt.event.MouseListener javax.swing.event.ChangeListener java.util.Iterator java.util.ListIterator java.util.Map java.util.concurrent.locks.Condition java.util.concurrent.locks.Lock javax.xml.xpath.XPath org.w3c.dom.DOMConfiguration org.w3c.dom.DOMImplementaton org.w3c.dom.Node org.w3c.dom.CharacterData org.w3c.dom.Text org.w3c.dom.Document org.w3c.dom.Element org.w3c.dom.ls.DOMImplementationLS org.w3c.dom.ls.LSSerializer
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In the following descriptions, the phrase “this object” (“this component”, “this container”, and so forth) means the object (component, container, and so forth) on which the method is invoked (the implicit parameter, this).



Package java.applet •



void destroy()



This method is called when the applet is about to be terminated, after the last call to stop.



•



void init()



This method is called when the applet has been loaded, before the first call to start. Applets override this method to carry out applet-specific initialization and to read applet parameters.



•



Package java.applet



Class java.applet.Applet



void start()



This method is called after the init method and each time the applet is revisited.



•



void stop()



This method is called whenever the user has stopped watching this applet.



Package java.awt •



BorderLayout()



This constructs a border layout. A border layout has five regions for adding components, called "North", "East", "South", "West", and "Center".



•



static final int CENTER



This value identifies the center position of a border layout.



•



static final int EAST



This value identifies the east position of a border layout.



•



static final int NORTH



This value identifies the north position of a border layout.



•



static final int SOUTH



This value identifies the south position of a border layout.



•



static final int WEST



This value identifies the west position of a border layout.



Class java.awt.Color •



Color(int red, int green, int blue)



This creates a color with the specified red, green, and blue values between 0 and 255. Parameters: red The red component green The green component blue The blue component



Package java.awt



Class java.awt.BorderLayout
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Class java.awt.Component •



void addMouseListener(MouseListener listener)



This method adds a mouse listener to the component. Parameters: listener The mouse listener to be added



•



int getHeight()



This method gets the height of this component. Returns: The height in pixels.



•



int getWidth()



This method gets the width of this component. Returns: The width in pixels.



•



void repaint()



This method repaints this component by scheduling a call to the paint method.



•



void setPreferredSize(Dimension preferredSize)



This method sets the preferred size of this component.



•



void setSize(int width, int height)



This method sets the size of this component. Parameters: width the component width height the component height



•



void setVisible(boolean visible)



This method shows or hides the component. Parameters: visible true to show the component, or false to hide it



Class java.awt.Container • •



void add(Component c) void add(Component c, Object position)



These methods add a component to the end of this container. If a position is given, the layout manager is called to position the component. Parameters: c The component to be added position An object expressing position information for the layout manager



•



void setLayout(LayoutManager manager)



This method sets the layout manager for this container. Parameters: manager A layout manager



Class java.awt.Dimension •



Dimension(int width, int height)



This constructs a Dimension object with the given width and height. Parameters: width The width height The height



Class java.awt.FlowLayout •



FlowLayout()



This constructs a new flow layout. A flow layout places as many components as possible in a row, without changing their size, and starts new rows when necessary.
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•



Font(String name, int style, int size)



This constructs a font object from the specified name, style, and point size. Parameters: name The font name, either a font face name or a logical font name, which must be one of "Dialog", "DialogInput", "Monospaced", "Serif", or "SansSerif" style One of Font.PLAIN, Font.ITALIC, Font.BOLD, or Font.ITALIC+Font.BOLD size The point size of the font



Class java.awt.Frame •



void setTitle(String title)



This method sets the frame title. Parameters: title The title to be displayed in the border of the frame



Class java.awt.Graphics •



void setColor(Color c)



This method sets the current color. From now on, all graphics operations use this color. Parameters: c The new drawing color



Class java.awt.Graphics2D •



void draw(Shape s)



This method draws the outline of the given shape. Many classes—among them Rectangle and Line2D.Double—implement the Shape interface. Parameters: s The shape to be drawn



• •



void drawString(String s, int x, int y) void drawString(String s, float x, float y)



These methods draw a string in the current font. Parameters: s The string to draw x,y The basepoint of the first character in the string



•



void fill(Shape s)



This method draws the given shape and fills it with the current color. Parameters: s The shape to be filled



Class java.awt.GridLayout •



GridLayout(int rows, int cols)



This constructor creates a grid layout with the specified number of rows and columns. The components in a grid layout are arranged in a grid with equal widths and heights. One, but not both, of rows and cols can be zero, in which case any number of objects can be placed in a row or in a column, respectively. Parameters: rows The number of rows in the grid cols The number of columns in the grid



Class java.awt.Rectangle •



Rectangle()



This constructs a rectangle with a top-left corner at (0, 0) and width and height set to 0.
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•



Rectangle(int x, int y, int width, int height)



This constructs a rectangle with given top-left corner and size. Parameters: x,y The top-left corner width The width height The height



• •



double getHeight() double getWidth()



These methods get the height and width of the rectangle.



• •



double getX() double getY()



These methods get the x- and y-coordinates of the top-left corner of the rectangle.



•



void grow(int dw, int dh)



This method adjusts the width and height of this rectangle. Parameters: dw The amount to add to the width (can be negative) dh The amount to add to the height (can be negative)



•



Rectangle intersection(Rectangle other)



This method computes the intersection of this rectangle with the specified rectangle. Parameters: other A rectangle Returns: The largest rectangle contained in both this and other



•



void setLocation(int x, int y)



This method moves this rectangle to a new location. Parameters: x,y The new top-left corner



•



void setSize(int width, int height)



This method sets the width and height of this rectangle to new values. Parameters: width The new width height The new height



•



void translate(int dx, int dy)



This method moves this rectangle. Parameters: dx The distance to move along the x-axis dy The distance to move along the y-axis



•



Rectangle union(Rectangle other)



This method computes the union of this rectangle with the specified rectangle. This is not the set-theoretic union but the smallest rectangle that contains both this and other. Parameters: other A rectangle Returns: The smallest rectangle containing both this and other



Interface java.awt.Shape The Shape interface describes shapes that can be drawn and filled by a Graphics2D object.



java.awt.event



Package java.awt.event Interface java.awt.event.ActionListener •



void actionPerformed(ActionEvent e)



The event source calls this method when an action occurs.
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•



int getX()



This method returns the horizontal position of the mouse as of the time the event occurred. Returns: The x-position of the mouse



•



int getY()



This method returns the vertical position of the mouse as of the time the event occurred. Returns: The y-position of the mouse



Interface java.awt.event.MouseListener •



Package java.awt.event



Class java.awt.event.MouseEvent



void mouseClicked(MouseEvent e)



This method is called when the mouse has been clicked (that is, pressed and released in quick succession).



•



void mouseEntered(MouseEvent e)



This method is called when the mouse has entered the component to which this listener was added.



•



void mouseExited(MouseEvent e)



This method is called when the mouse has exited the component to which this listener was added.



•



void mousePressed(MouseEvent e)



This method is called when a mouse button has been pressed.



•



void mouseReleased(MouseEvent e)



This method is called when a mouse button has been released.



Package java.awt.geom •



Ellipse2D.Double(double x, double y, double w, double h)



This constructs an ellipse from the specified coordinates. Parameters: x, y The top-left corner of the bounding rectangle w The width of the bounding rectangle h The height of the bounding rectangle



Class java.awt.geom.Line2D • • • •



double getX1() double getX2() double getY1() double getY2()



These methods get the requested coordinate of an endpoint of this line. Returns: The x- or y-coordinate of the first or second endpoint



•



void setLine(double x1, double y1, double x2, double y2)



This methods sets the endpoints of this line. Parameters: x1, y1 A new endpoint of this line x2, y2 The other new endpoint



Package java.awt.geom



Class java.awt.geom.Ellipse2D.Double
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Class java.awt.geom.Line2D.Double •



Line2D.Double(double x1, double y1, double x2, double y2)



This constructs a line from the specified coordinates. Parameters: x1, y1 One endpoint of the line x2, y2 The other endpoint



•



Line2D.Double(Point2D p1, Point2D p2)



This constructs a line from the two endpoints. Parameters: p1, p2 The endpoints of the line



Class java.awt.geom.Point2D • •



double getX() double getY()



These methods get the requested coordinates of this point. Returns: The x- or y-coordinate of this point



•



void setLocation(double x, double y)



This method sets the x- and y-coordinates of this point. Parameters: x, y The new location of this point



Class java.awt.geom.Point2D.Double •



Point2D.Double(double x, double y)



This constructs a point with the specified coordinates. Parameters: x, y The coordinates of the point



Class java.awt.geom.RectangularShape • •



int getHeight() int getWidth()



These methods get the height or width of the bounding rectangle of this rectangular shape. Returns: The height or width, respectively



• • • • • •



double getCenterX() double getCenterY() double getMaxX() double getMaxY() double getMinX() double getMinY()



These methods get the requested coordinate value of the corners or center of the bounding rectangle of this shape. Returns: The center, maximum, or minimum x- and y-coordinates
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Class java.io.EOFException •



EOFException(String message)



This constructs an “end of file” exception object. Parameters: message The detail message



Class java.io.File •



File(String name)



This constructs a File object that describes a file (which may or may not exist) with the given name. Parameters: name The name of the file



•



static final String pathSeparator



The sytem-dependent separator between path names. A colon (:) in Linux or Mac OS X; a semicolon (;) in Windows.



Class java.io.FileInputStream •



FileInputStream(File f)



This constructs a file input stream and opens the chosen file. If the file cannot be opened for reading, a FileNotFoundException is thrown. Parameters: f The file to be opened for reading



•



FileInputStream(String name)



This constructs a file input stream and opens the named file. If the file cannot be opened for reading, a FileNotFoundException is thrown. Parameters: name The name of the file to be opened for reading



Class java.io.FileNotFoundException This exception is thrown when a file could not be opened.



Class java.io.FileOutputStream •



FileOutputStream(File f)



This constructs a file output stream and opens the chosen file. If the file cannot be opened for writing, a FileNotFoundException is thrown. Parameters: f The file to be opened for writing



•



FileOutputStream(String name)



This constructs a file output stream and opens the named file. If the file cannot be opened for writing, a FileNotFoundException is thrown. Parameters: name The name of the file to be opened for writing



Class java.io.InputStream •



void close()



This method closes this input stream (such as a FileInputStream) and releases any system resources associated with the stream.



Package java.io
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•



int read()



This method reads the next byte of data from this input stream. Returns: The next byte of data, or -1 if the end of the stream is reached.



Class java.io.InputStreamReader •



InputStreamReader(InputStream in)



This constructs a reader from a specified input stream. Parameters: in The stream to read from



Class java.io.IOException This type of exception is thrown when an input/output error is encountered.



Class java.io.ObjectInputStream •



ObjectInputStream(InputStream in)



This constructs an object input stream. Parameters: in The stream to read from



•



Object readObject()



This method reads the next object from this object input stream. Returns: The next object



Class java.io.ObjectOutputStream •



ObjectOutputStream(OutputStream out)



This constructs an object output stream. Parameters: out The stream to write to



•



Object writeObject(Object obj)



This method writes the next object to this object output stream. Parameters: obj The object to write



Class java.io.OutputStream •



void close()



This method closes this output stream (such as a FileOutputStream ) and releases any system resources associated with this stream. A closed stream cannot perform output operations and cannot be reopened.



•



void write(int b)



This method writes the lowest byte of b to this output stream. Parameters: b The integer whose lowest byte is written



Class java.io.PrintStream/Class java.io.PrintWriter • •



PrintStream(String name) PrintWriter(String name)



This constructs a PrintStream or PrintWriter and opens the named file. If the file cannot be opened for writing, a FileNotFoundException is thrown. Parameters: name The name of the file to be opened for writing



•



void close()



This method closes this stream or writer and releases any associated system resources.
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These methods print a value to this PrintStream or PrintWriter. The println methods print a newline after the value. Objects are printed by converting them to strings with their toString methods. Parameters: x The value to be printed



• •



PrintStream printf(Sting format, Object... values) Printwriter printf(Sting format, Object... values)



This method prints the format string to this PrintStream or PrintWriter, substituting the given values for placeholders that start with %. Parameters: format The format string values The values to be printed. You can supply any number of values Returns: The implicit parameter



Class java.io.RandomAccessFile •



RandomAccessFile(String name, String mode)



This method opens a named random access file for reading or read/write access. Parameters: name The file name mode "r" for reading or "rw" for read/write access



•



long getFilePointer()



This method gets the current position in this file. Returns: The current position for reading and writing



•



long length()



This method gets the length of this file. Returns: The file length



• • •



char readChar() double readDouble() int readInt()



These methods read a value from the current position in this file. Returns: The value that was read from the file



•



void seek(long position)



This method sets the position for reading and writing in this file. Parameters: position The new position



• • • •



void writeChar(int x) void writeChars(String x) void writeDouble(double x) void writeInt(int x)



These methods write a value to the current position in this file. Parameters: x The value to be written



Interface java.io.Serializable A class should implement this interface in order to enable serialization of objects.



Package java.io
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Package java.lang Class java.lang.Boolean •



Boolean(boolean value)



This constructs a wrapper object for a boolean value. Parameters: value The value to store in this object



•



boolean booleanValue()



This method returns the boolean value stored in this Boolean object. Returns: The Boolean value of this object



Class java.lang.Character •



static boolean isDigit(ch)



This method tests whether a given character is a Unicode digit. Parameters: ch The character to test Returns: true if the character is a digit



•



static boolean isLetter(ch)



This method tests whether a given character is a Unicode letter. Parameters: ch The character to test Returns: true if the character is a letter



•



static boolean isLowerCase(ch)



This method tests whether a given character is a lowercase Unicode letter. Parameters: ch The character to test Returns: true if the character is a lowercase letter



•



static boolean isUpperCase(ch)



This method tests whether a given character is an uppercase Unicode letter. Parameters: ch The character to test Returns: true if the character is an uppercase letter



Class java.lang.Class •



static Class forName(String className)



This method loads a class with a given name. Loading a class initializes its static fields. Parameters: className The name of the class to load Returns: The type descriptor of the class



Interface java.lang.Cloneable A class implements this interface to indicate that the make a shallow copy of its instance variables.



Object.clone



method is allowed to



Class java.lang.CloneNotSupportedException This exception is thrown when a program tries to use Object.clone to make a shallow copy of an object of a class that does not implement the Cloneable interface.
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•



int compareTo(T other)



This method compares this object with the other object. Parameters: other The object to be compared Returns: A negative integer if this object is less than the other, zero if they are equal, or a positive integer otherwise



Class java.lang.Double •



Double(double value)



This constructs a wrapper object for a double-precision floating-point number. Parameters: value The value to store in this object



•



double doubleValue()



This method returns the floating-point value stored in this Double wrapper object. Returns: The value stored in the object



•



static double parseDouble(String s)



This method returns the floating-point number that the string represents. If the string cannot be interpreted as a number, a NumberFormatException is thrown. Parameters: s The string to be parsed Returns: The value represented by the string parameter



Class java.lang.Error This is the superclass for all unchecked system errors.



Class java.lang.IllegalArgumentException •



IllegalArgumentException()



This constructs an IllegalArgumentException with no detail message.



Class java.lang.IllegalStateException This exception is thrown if the state of an object indicates that a method cannot currently be applied.



Class java.lang.Integer •



Integer(int value)



This constructs a wrapper object for an integer. Parameters: value The value to store in this object



•



int intValue()



This method returns the integer value stored in this wrapper object. Returns: The value stored in the object



•



static int parseInt(String s)



This method returns the integer that the string represents. If the string cannot be interpreted as an integer, a NumberFormatException is thrown. Parameters: s The string to be parsed Returns: The value represented by the string parameter



Package java.lang
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•



static Integer parseInt(String s, int base)



This method returns the integer value that the string represents in a given number system. If the string cannot be interpreted as an integer, a NumberFormatException is thrown. Parameters: s The string to be parsed base The base of the number system (such as 2 or 16) Returns: The value represented by the string parameter



• •



static String toString(int i) static String toString(int i, int base)



This method creates a string representation of an integer in a given number system. If no base is given, a decimal representation is created. Parameters: i An integer number base The base of the number system (such as 2 or 16) Returns: A string representation of the number parameter in the specified number system



•



static final int MAX_VALUE



This constant is the largest value of type int.



•



static final int MIN_VALUE



This constant is the smallest (negative) value of type int.



Class java.lang.InterruptedException This exception is thrown to interrupt a thread, usually with the intent of terminating it.



Class java.lang.Math •



static double abs(double x)



This method returns the absolute value |x|. Parameters: x A floating-point value Returns: The absolute value of the parameter



•



•



•



•



static double acos(double x)



This method returns the angle with the given cosine, cos−1 x ∈ [0, π]. Parameters: x A floating-point value between −1 and 1 Returns: The arc cosine of the parameter, in radians static double asin(double x)



This method returns the angle with the given sine, sin−1 x ∈ [−π/2, π/2]. Parameters: x A floating-point value between −1 and 1 Returns: The arc sine of the parameter, in radians static double atan(double x)



This method returns the angle with the given tangent, tan−1 x (−π/2, π/2). Parameters: x A floating-point value Returns: The arc tangent of the parameter, in radians static double atan2(double y, double x)



This method returns the arc tangent, tan−1 (y/x) ∈ (−π, π). If x can equal zero, or if it is necessary to distinguish “northwest” from “southeast” and “northeast” from “southwest”, use this method instead of atan(y/x). Parameters: y,x Two floating-point values Returns: The angle, in radians, between the points (0,0) and (x,y)
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static double ceil(double x)



This method returns the smallest integer ≥x (as a double). Parameters: x A floating-point value Returns: The “ceiling integer” of the parameter static double cos(double radians)



This method returns the cosine of an angle given in radians. Parameters: radians An angle, in radians Returns: The cosine of the parameter



•



•



• •



static double exp(double x)



This method returns the value e x, where e is the base of the natural logarithms. Parameters: x A floating-point value Returns: e x static double floor(double x)



This method returns the largest integer ≤ x (as a double). Parameters: x A floating-point value Returns: The “floor integer” of the parameter static double log(double x) static double log10(double x)



This method returns the natural (base e) or decimal (base 10) logarithm of x, ln x. Parameters: x A number greater than 0.0 Returns: The natural logarithm of the parameter



• •



static int max(int x, int y) static double max(double x, double y)



These methods return the larger of the given parameter values. Parameters: x, y Two integers or floating-point values Returns: The maximum of the parameter values



• •



static int min(int x, int y) static double min(double x, double y)



These methods return the smaller of the given parameter values. Parameters: x, y Two integers or floating-point values Returns: The minimum of the parameter values



•



•



static double pow(double x, double y) y



This method returns the value x (x > 0, or x = 0 and y > 0, or x < 0 and y is an integer). Parameters: x, y Two floating-point values Returns: The value of the first parameter raised to the power of the second parameter static long round(double x)



This method returns the closest long integer to the parameter. Parameters: x A floating-point value Returns: The value of the parameter rounded to the nearest long value



•



static double sin(double radians)



This method returns the sine of an angle given in radians. Parameters: radians An angle, in radians Returns: The sine of the parameter



•



static double sqrt(double x)



This method returns the square root of x, x . Parameters: x A nonnegative floating-point value Returns: The square root of the parameter



Package java.lang
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•



static double tan(double radians)



This method returns the tangent of an angle given in radians. Parameters: radians An angle, in radians Returns: The tangent of the parameter



•



static double toDegrees(double radian)



This method converts radians to degrees. Parameters: radians An angle, in radians Returns: The angle in degrees



•



static double toRadians(double degrees)



This methods converts degrees to radians. Parameters: degrees An angle, in degrees Returns: The angle in radians



•



static final double E



This constant is the value of e, the base of the natural logarithms.



•



static final double PI



This constant is the value of π.



Class java.lang.NullPointerException This exception is thrown when a program tries to use an object through a null reference.



Class java.lang.NumberFormatException This exception is thrown when a program tries to parse the numerical value of a string that is not a number.



Class java.lang.Object •



protected Object clone()



This constructs and returns a shallow copy of this object whose instance variables are copies of the instance variables of this object. If an instance variable of the object is an object reference itself, only the reference is copied, not the object itself. However, if the class does not implement the Cloneable interface, a CloneNotSupportedException is thrown. Subclasses should redefine this method to make a deep copy. Returns: A copy of this object



•



boolean equals(Object other)



This method tests whether this and the other object are equal. This method tests only whether the object references are to the same object. Subclasses should redefine this method to compare the instance variables. Parameters: other The object with which to compare Returns: true if the objects are equal, false otherwise



•



void notify()



This method notifies one of the threads that is currently on the wait list for the lock of this object.



•



void notifyAll()



This method notifies all of the threads that are currently on the wait list for the lock of this object.
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This method returns a string representation of this object. This method produces only the class name and locations of the objects. Subclasses should redefine this method to print the instance variables. Returns: A string describing this object



•



void wait()



This method blocks the currently executing thread and puts it on the wait list for the lock of this object.



Interface java.lang.Runnable •



void run()



This method should be overridden to define the tasks to be carried out when this runnable is executed.



Class java.lang.RuntimeException This is the superclass for all unchecked exceptions.



Class java.lang.String •



int compareTo(String other)



This method compares this string and the other string lexicographically. Parameters: other The other string to be compared Returns: A value less than 0 if this string is lexicographically less than the other, 0 if the strings are equal, and a value greater than 0 otherwise.



• •



boolean equals(String other) boolean equalsIgnoreCase(String other)



These methods test whether two strings are equal, or whether they are equal when letter case is ignored. Parameters: other The other string to be compared Returns: true if the strings are equal



•



static String format(String format, Object... values)



This method formats the given string by substituting placeholders that start with % with the given values. Parameters: format The string with the placeholders values The values to be substituted for the placeholders Returns: The formatted string, with the placeholders replaced by the given values



•



int length()



This method returns the length of this string. Returns: The count of characters in this string



•



String replace(String match, String replacement)



This method replaces matching substrings with a given replacement. Parameters: match The string whose matches are to be replaced replacement The string with which matching substrings are replaced Returns: A string that is identical to this string, with all matching substrings replaced by the given replacement



Package java.lang
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String substring(int begin) String substring(int begin, int pastEnd)



These methods return a new string that is a substring of this string, made up of all characters starting at position begin and up to either position pastEnd - 1, if it is given, or the end of the string. Parameters: begin The beginning index, inclusive pastEnd The ending index, exclusive Returns: The specified substring



•



String toLowerCase()



This method returns a new string that consists of all characters in this string converted to lowercase. Returns: A string with all characters in this string converted to lowercase



•



String toUpperCase()



This method returns a new string that consists of all characters in this string converted to uppercase. Returns: A string with all characters in this string converted to uppercase



Class java.lang.System •



static void arraycopy(Object from, int fromStart, Object to, int toStart, int count)



This method copies values from one array to the other. (The array parameters are of type Object because you can convert an array of numbers to an Object but not to an Object[].) Parameters: from The source array fromStart Start position in the source array to The destination array toStart Start position in the destination data count The number of array elements to be copied



•



static long currentTimeMillis()



This method returns the difference, measured in milliseconds, between the current time and midnight, Universal Time, January 1, 1970. Returns: The current time in milliseconds



•



static void exit(int status)



This method terminates the program. Parameters: status Exit status. A nonzero status code indicates abnormal termination



•



static final InputStream in



This object is the “standard input” stream. Reading from this stream typically reads keyboard input.



•



static final PrintStream out



This object is the “standard output” stream. Printing to this stream typically sends output to the console window.



Class java.lang.Thread •



boolean interrupted()



This method tests whether another thread has called the interrupt method on the current thread. Returns: true if the thread has been interrupted
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This method puts the calling thread to sleep. Parameters: millis the number of millseconds to sleep



•



void start()



This method starts the thread and executes its run method.



Class java.lang.Throwable This is the superclass of exceptions and errors.



•
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Throwable()



This constructs a Throwable with no detail message.



•



String getMessage()



This method gets the message that describes the exception or error. Returns: The message



•



void printStackTrace()



This method prints a stack trace to the “standard error” stream. The stack trace contains a printout of this object and of all calls that were pending at the time it was created.



Class java.math.BigDecimal •



BigDecimal(String value)



This constructs an arbitrary-precision floating-point number from the digits in the given string. Parameters: value A string representing the floating-point number



• • •



BigDecimal add(BigDecimal other) BigDecimal multiply(BigDecimal other) BigDecimal subtract(BigDecimal other)



These methods return a BigDecimal whose value is the sum, difference, product, or quotient of this number and the other. Parameters: other The other number Returns: The result of the arithmetic operation



Class java.math.BigInteger •



BigInteger(String value)



This constructs an arbitrary-precision integer from the digits in the given string. Parameters: value A string representing an arbitrary-precision integer



• • • • •



BigInteger add(BigInteger other) BigInteger divide(BigInteger other) BigInteger mod(BigInteger other) BigInteger multiply(BigInteger other) BigInteger subtract(BigInteger other)



These methods return a BigInteger whose value is the sum, difference, product, quotient, or remainder of this number and the other. Parameters: other The other number Returns: The result of the arithmetic operation



Package java.math



Package java.math
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Package java.net Class java.net.HttpURLConnection •



int getResponseCode()



This method gets the response status code from this connection. A value of indicates success. Returns: The HTTP response code



•



HTTP_OK



String getResponseMessage()



This method gets the response message of this connection’s HTTP request. Returns: The message, such as "OK" or "File not found"



•



static int HTTP_OK



This response code indicates a successful fulfillment of the request.



Class java.net.ServerSocket •



ServerSocket(int port)



This constructs a server socket that listens to the given port. Parameters: port The port number to listen to



•



Socket accept()



This method waits for a client to connect to the port to which this server socket listens. When a connection occurs, the method returns a socket through which the server can communicate with the client. Returns: The socket through which the server can communicate with the client



•



void close()



This method closes the server socket. Clients can no longer connect.



Class java.net.Socket •



Socket(String host, int port)



This constructs a socket that connects to a server. Parameters: host The host name port The port number to connect to



•



void close()



This method closes the connection with the server.



•



InputStream getInputStream()



This method gets the input stream through which the client can read the information that the server sends. Returns: The input stream associated with this socket



•



OutputStream getOutputStream()



This method gets the output stream through which the client can send information to the server. Returns: The output stream associated with this socket
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•



URL(String s)



This constructs an URL object from a string containing the URL. Parameters: s The URL string, such as "http://java.sun.com/index.html"



•



InputStream openStream()



This method gets the input stream through which the client can read the information that the server sends. Returns: The input stream associated with this URL



Package java.net



Class java.net.URL



Class java.net.URLConnection •



URLConnection(URL u)



This constructs an URLConnection object from an URL object. Parameters: u The resource to which you intend to connect



•



int getContentLength()



This method gets the value of the content-length header of this URL connection. Returns: The number of bytes in the content that the server is sending



•



String getContentType()



This method gets the value of the content-type header of this URL connection. Returns: The MIME type of the content that the server is sending, such as "text/plain" or "image/gif"



•



InputStream getInputStream()



This method gets the input stream through which the client can read the information that the server sends. Returns: The input stream associated with this URL



•



void setIfModifiedSince(Date d)



This method instructs the connection to request that the server send data only if the content has been modified since a given date. Parameters: d The modification date



Package java.sql •



void close()



This method closes the connection with the database.



•



void commit()



This method commits all database changes since the last call to commit or rollback.



•



Statement createStatement()



This method creates a statement object, which can be used to issue database commands. Returns: A statement object



•



PreparedStatement prepareStatement(String command)



This method creates a prepared statement for a SQL command that is issued repeatedly. Parameters: command The SQL command Returns: The statement object for setting parameters and executing the call



•



void rollback()



This method abandons all database changes since the last call to commit or rollback.



Package java.sql



Interface java.sql.Connection
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•



void setAutoCommit(boolean b)



This method sets the auto commit mode. By default, it is true. If it is set to false, then transactions are indicated with calls to commit or rollback. Creates a prepared statement for a SQL command that is issued repeatedly. Parameters: command The SQL command b The desired auto commit mode



Class java.sql.DriverManager •



static Connection getConnection(String url, String username, String password)



This method obtains a connection to the database specified in the database URL. Parameters: url The database URL username The database user name password The password for the database user Returns: A connection to the database



Interface java.sql.PreparedStatement •



boolean execute()



This method executes this prepared statement. Returns: true if the execution yielded a result set



•



ResultSet executeQuery()



This method executes this prepared query. Returns: The query result



•



int executeUpdate()



This method executes this prepared update command. Returns: The number of records affected by the update



•



void setDouble(int index, double value)



This method sets a floating-point parameter for a call of this prepared statement. Parameters: index The parameter index (starting with 1) value The parameter value



•



void setInt(int index, int value)



This method sets an integer parameter for a call of this prepared statement. Parameters: index The parameter index (starting with 1) value The parameter value



•



void setString(int index, String value)



This method sets a string parameter for a call of this prepared statement. Parameters: index The parameter index (starting with 1) value The parameter value



Interface java.sql.ResultSet •



void close()



This method closes the result set.



•



double getDouble(int column)



This method returns the floating-point value at the cursor row and the given column. Parameters: column The column index (starting with 1) Returns: The data value
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This method returns the floating-point value at the cursor row and the given column. Parameters: columnName The column name Returns: The data value



•



int getInt(int column)



This method returns the integer value at the cursor row and the given column. Parameters: column The column index (starting with 1) Returns: The data value



•



int getInt(String columnName)



This method returns the integer value at the cursor row and the given column. Parameters: columnName The column name Returns: The data value



•



ResultSetMetaData getMetaData()



This method returns the meta data associated with this result set. Returns: The meta data



•



String getString(int column)



This method returns the value at the cursor row and the given column. Parameters: column The column index (starting with 1) Returns: The data value, as a string



•



String getString(String columnName)



This method returns the value at the cursor row and the given column. Parameters: columnName The column name Returns: The data value, as a string



•



boolean next()



This method positions the cursor to the next row. You must call next once before calling any of the get methods to move the cursor to the first row. Returns: true if the cursor has been positioned on a row, false at the end of the result set



Interface java.sql.ResultSetMetaData •



int getColumnCount()



This method returns the number of columns of this result set. Returns: The number of columns



•



int getColumnDisplaySize(int column)



This method returns the number of characters that should be used to display the specified column in this result set. Parameters: column The column index (starting with 1) Returns: The number of characters that should be used to display this column



•



String getColumnLabel(int column)



This method returns the label for a column in this result set. Parameters: column The column index (starting with 1) Returns: The column label



Class java.sql.SQLException This exception is thrown when a database error occurs.



Package java.sql



•
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Interface java.sql.Statement •



void close()



This method closes this statement.



•



boolean execute(String command)



This method executes a SQL command. Parameters: command The command to execute Returns: true if the execution yielded a result set



•



ResultSet executeQuery(String command)



This method executes a SQL query. Parameters: command The query command to execute Returns: The query result



•



int executeUpdate(String command)



This method executes a SQL update command. Parameters: command The update command to execute Returns: The number of records affected by the update



•



ResultSet getResultSet()



This method gets the result of the last command. Returns: The query result from the last command



•



int getUpdateCount()



This method gets the update count of the last command. Returns: The number of records affected by the last command



Package java.text



Package java.text Class java.text.DateFormat •



String format(Date aDate)



This method formats a date. Parameters: aDate The date to format Returns: A string containing the formatted date



•



static DateFormat getTimeInstance()



This method returns a formatter that formats only the time portion of a date. Returns: The formatter object



•



void setTimeZone(TimeZone zone)



This method sets the time zone to be used when formatting dates. Parameters: zone The time zone to use



Package java.util



Package java.util Class java.util.ArrayList •



ArrayList()



This constructs an empty array list.
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This method appends an element to the end of this array list. Parameters: element The element to add Returns: true (This method returns a value because it overrides a method in the interface.)



•



List



void add(int index, E element)



This method inserts an element into this array list. Parameters: index Insert position element The element to insert



•



E get(int index)



This method gets the element at the specified position in this array list. Parameters: index Position of the element to return Returns: The requested element



•



E remove(int index)



This method removes the element at the specified position in this array list and returns it. Parameters: index Position of the element to remove Returns: The removed element



•



E set(int index, E element)



This method replaces the element at a specified position in this array list. Parameters: index Position of element to replace element Element to be stored at the specified position Returns: The element previously at the specified position



•



int size()



This method returns the number of elements in this array list. Returns: The number of elements in this array list



Class java.util.Arrays •



static int binarySearch(Object[] a, Object key)



This method searches the specified array for the specified object using the binary search algorithm. The array elements must implement the Comparable interface. The array must be sorted in ascending order. Parameters: a The array to be searched key The value to be searched for Returns: The position of the search key, if it is contained in the array; otherwise, −index − 1, where index is the position where the element may be inserted



•



static T[] copyOf(T[] a, int newLength)



This method copies the elements of the array a, or the first newLength elements if a.length < into an array of length newLength and returns that array. T can be a primitive type, class, or interface type. Parameters: a The array to be copied key The value to be searched for Returns: The position of the search key, if it is contained in the array; otherwise, −index − 1, where index is the position where the element may be inserted newLength,



Package java.util



•
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•



static void sort(Object[] a)



This method sorts the specified array of objects into ascending order. Its elements must implement the Comparable interface. Parameters: a The array to be sorted



•



static String toString(T[] a)



This method creates and returns a string containing the array elements. T can be a primitive type, class, or interface type. Parameters: a An array Returns: A string containing a comma-separated list of string representations of the array elements, surrounded by brackets.



Class java.util.Calendar •



int get(int field)



This method returns the value of the given field. Parameters: One of Calendar.YEAR, Calendar.MONTH, Calendar.DAY_OF_MONTH , Calendar.HOUR, Calendar.MINUTE , Calendar.SECOND , or Calendar.MILLISECOND



Interface java.util.Collection •



boolean add(E element)



This method adds an element to this collection. Parameters: element The element to add Returns: true if adding the element changes the collection



•



boolean contains(E element)



This method tests whether an element is present in this collection. Parameters: element The element to find Returns: true if the element is contained in the collection



•



Iterator iterator()



This method returns an iterator that can be used to traverse the elements of this collection. Returns: An object of a class implementing the Iterator interface



•



boolean remove(E element)



This method removes an element from this collection. Parameters: element The element to remove Returns: true if removing the element changes the collection



•



int size()



This method returns the number of elements in this collection. Returns: The number of elements in this collection



Class java.util.Collections •



static int binarySearch(List a, T key)



This method searches the specified list for the specified object using the binary search algorithm. The list elements must implement the Comparable interface. The list must be sorted in ascending order. Parameters: a The list to be searched key The value to be searched for Returns: The position of the search key, if it is contained in the list; otherwise, −index − 1, where index is the position where the element may be inserted
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This method sorts the specified list of objects into ascending order. Its elements must implement the Comparable interface. Parameters: a The list to be sorted



Interface java.util.Comparator •



int compare(T first, T second)



This method compares the given objects. Parameters: first, second The objects to be compared Returns: A negative integer if the first object is less than the second, zero if they are equal, or a positive integer otherwise



Class java.util.Date •



Date()



This constructs an object that represents the current date and time.



Class java.util.EventObject •



Object getSource()



This method returns a reference to the object on which this event initially occurred. Returns: The source of this event



Class java.util.GregorianCalendar •



GregorianCalendar()



This constructs a calendar object that represents the current date and time.



•



GregorianCalendar(int year, int month, int day)



This constructs a calendar object that represents the start of the given date. Parameters: year, month, day The given date



Class java.util.HashMap •



HashMap()



This constructs an empty hash map.



Class java.util.HashSet •



HashSet()



This constructs an empty hash set.



Class java.util.InputMismatchException This exception is thrown if the next available input item does not match the type of the requested item.



Interface java.util.Iterator •



boolean hasNext()



This method checks whether the iterator is past the end of the list. Returns: true if the iterator is not yet past the end of the list



Package java.util



•
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E next()



This method moves the iterator over the next element in the linked list. This method throws an exception if the iterator is past the end of the list. Returns: The object that was just skipped over



•



void remove()



This method removes the element that was returned by the last call to next or previous. This method throws an exception if there was an add or remove operation after the last call to next or previous.



Class java.util.LinkedHashMap •



LinkedHashMap()



This constructs an empty linked hash map. The iterator of a linked hash map visits the entries in the order in which they were added to the map.



Class java.util.LinkedList • •



void addFirst(E element) void addLast(E element)



These methods add an element before the first or after the last element in this list. Parameters: element The element to be added



• •



E getFirst() E getLast()



These methods return a reference to the specified element from this list. Returns: The first or last element



• •



E removeFirst() E removeLast()



These methods remove the specified element from this list. Returns: A reference to the removed element



Interface java.util.List •



ListIterator listIterator()



This method gets an iterator to visit the elements in this list. Returns: An iterator that points before the first element in this list



Interface java.util.ListIterator Objects implementing this interface are created by the listIterator methods of list classes.



•



void add(E element)



This method adds an element after the iterator position and moves the iterator after the new element. Parameters: element The element to be added



•



boolean hasPrevious()



This method checks whether the iterator is before the first element of the list. Returns: true if the iterator is not before the first element of the list



•



E previous()



This method moves the iterator over the previous element in the linked list. This method throws an exception if the iterator is before the first element of the list. Returns: The object that was just skipped over
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This method replaces the element that was returned by the last call to next or previous. This method throws an exception if there was an add or remove operation after the last call to next or previous. Parameters: element The element that replaces the old list element



Interface java.util.Map •



V get(K key)



Gets the value associated with a key in this map. Parameters: key The key for which to find the associated value Returns: The value associated with the key, or null if the key is not present in the table



•



Set keySet()



This method returns all keys in the table of this map. Returns: A set of all keys in the table of this map



•



V put(K key, V value)



This method associates a value with a key in this map. Parameters: key The lookup key value The value to associate with the key Returns: The value previously associated with the key, or null if the key was not present in the table



•



V remove(K key)



This method removes a key and its associated value from this map. Parameters: key The lookup key Returns: The value previously associated with the key, or null if the key was not present in the table



Class java.util.NoSuchElementException This exception is thrown if an attempt is made to retrieve a value that does not exist.



Class java.util.PriorityQueue •



PriorityQueue()



This constructs an empty priority queue. The element type Comparable interface.



•



E



must implement the



E remove()



This method removes the smallest element in the priority queue. Returns: The removed value



Class java.util.Properties •



String getProperty(String key)



This method gets the value associated with a key in this properties map. Parameters: key The key for which to find the associated value Returns: The value, or null if the key is not present in the table



•



void load(InputStream in)



This method loads a set of key/value pairs into this properties map from a stream. Parameters: in The stream from which to read the key/value pairs (it must be a sequence of lines of the form key=value)



Package java.util



•
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Class java.util.Random •



Random()



This constructs a new random number generator.



•



double nextDouble()



This method returns the next pseudorandom, uniformly distributed floating-point number between 0.0 (inclusive) and 1.0 (exclusive) from this random number generator’s sequence. Returns: The next pseudorandom floating-point number



•



int nextInt(int n)



This method returns the next pseudorandom, uniformly distributed integer between 0 (inclusive) and the specified value (exclusive) drawn from this random number generator’s sequence. Parameters: n Number of values to draw from Returns: The next pseudorandom integer



Class java.util.Scanner • • •



Scanner(File in) Scanner(InputStream in) Scanner(Reader in)



These construct a scanner that reads from the given file, input stream, or reader. Parameters: in The file, input stream, or reader from which to read



•



void close()



This method closes this scanner and releases any associated system resources.



• • • •



boolean hasNext() boolean hasNextDouble() boolean hasNextInt() boolean hasNextLine()



These methods test whether it is possible to read any non-empty string, a floating-point value, an integer, or a line, as the next item. Returns: true if it is possible to read an item of the requested type, false otherwise (either because the end of the file has been reached, or because a number type was tested and the next item is not a number)



• • • •



String next() double nextDouble() int nextInt() String nextLine()



These methods read the next whitespace-delimited string, floating-point value, integer, or line. Returns: The value that was read



•



Scanner useDelimiter(String pattern)



Sets the pattern for the delimiters between input tokens. Parameters: pattern A regular expression for the delimiter pattern Returns: This scanner



Interface java.util.Set This interface describes a collection that contains no duplicate elements.
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•



static String[] getAvailableIDs()



This method gets the supported time zone IDs. Returns: An array of ID strings



•



static TimeZone getTimeZone(String id)



This method gets the time zone for a time zone ID. Parameters: id The time zone ID, such as "America/Los_Angeles" Returns: The time zone object associated with the ID, or null if the ID is not supported



Package java.util



Class java.util.TimeZone



Class java.util.TreeMap •



TreeMap()



This constructs an empty tree map. The iterator of a order.



TreeMap



visits the entries in sorted



Class java.util.TreeSet •



TreeSet()



This constructs an empty tree set.



Package java.util.concurrent.locks •



void await()



This method blocks the current thread until it is signalled or interrupted.



•



void signal()



This method unblocks one thread that is waiting on this condition.



•



void signalAll()



This method unblocks all threads that are waiting on this condition.



Interface java.util.concurrent.locks.Lock •



void lock()



This method causes the current thread to acquire this lock. The thread blocks if the lock is not available.



•



Condition newCondition()



This method creates a new condition object for this lock. Returns: The condition object



•



void unlock()



This method causes the current thread to relinquish this lock.



Class java.util.concurrent.locks.ReentrantLock •



ReentrantLock()



This constructs a new reentrant lock.



Package java.util.concurrent.locks



Interface java.util.concurrent.locks.Condition
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Package java.util.logging Class java.util.logging.Level •



static final int ALL



This value indicates logging of all messages.



•



static final int INFO



This value indicates informational logging.



•



static final int NONE



This value indicates logging of no messages.



Class java.util.logging.Logger •



static Logger getGlobal()



This method gets the global logger. For Java 5 and 6, use getLogger(“global”) instead. Returns: The global logger that, by default, displays messages with level INFO or a higher severity on the console.



•



void info(String message)



This method logs an informational message. Parameters: message The message to log



•



void setLevel(Level aLevel)



This method sets the logging level. Logging messages with a lesser severity than the current level are ignored. Parameters: aLevel The minimum level for logging messages



Package javax.swing



Package javax.swing Class javax.swing.AbstractButton •



void addActionListener(ActionListener listener)



This method adds an action listener to the button. Parameters: listener The action listener to be added



•



boolean isSelected()



This method returns the selection state of the button. Returns: true if the button is selected



•



void setSelected(boolean state)



This method sets the selection state of the button. This method updates the button but does not trigger an action event. Parameters: state true to select, false to deselect



Class javax.swing.ButtonGroup •



void add(AbstractButton button)



This method adds the button to the group. Parameters: button The button to add
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•



ImageIcon(String filename)



This constructs an image icon from the specified graphics file. Parameters: filename A string specifying a file name



Class javax.swing.JButton •



JButton(String label)



This constructs a button with the given label. Parameters: label The button label



Class javax.swing.JCheckBox •



JCheckBox(String text)



This constructs a check box, having the given text, initially deselected. (Use the setSelected() method to make the box selected; see the javax.swing.AbstractButton class.) Parameters: text The text displayed next to the check box



Class javax.swing.JComboBox •



JComboBox()



This constructs a combo box with no items.



•



void addItem(Object item)



This method adds an item to the item list of this combo box. Parameters: item The item to add



•



Object getSelectedItem()



This method gets the currently selected item of this combo box. Returns: The currently selected item



•



boolean isEditable()



This method checks whether the combo box is editable. An editable combo box allows the user to type into the text field of the combo box. Returns: true if the combo box is editable



•



void setEditable(boolean state)



This method is used to make the combo box editable or not. Parameters: state true to make editable, false to disable editing



Class javax.swing.JComponent •



protected void paintComponent(Graphics g)



Override this method to paint the surface of a component. Your method needs to call super.paintComponent(g) . Parameters: g The graphics context used for drawing



•



void setBorder(Border b)



This method sets the border of this component. Parameters: b The border to surround this component



•



void setFont(Font f)



Sets the font used for the text in this component. Parameters: f A font



Package javax.swing



Class javax.swing.ImageIcon
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Class javax.swing.JFileChooser •



JFileChooser()



This constructs a file chooser.



•



File getSelectedFile()



This method gets the selected file from this file chooser. Returns: The selected file



•



int showOpenDialog(Component parent)



This method displays an “Open File” file chooser dialog box. Parameters: parent The parent component or null Returns: The return state of this file chooser after it has been closed by the user: either APPROVE_OPTION or CANCEL_OPTION. If APPROVE_OPTION is returned, call getSelectedFile() on this file chooser to get the file



•



int showSaveDialog(Component parent)



This method displays a “Save File” file chooser dialog box. Parameters: parent The parent component or null Returns: The return state of the file chooser after it has been closed by the user: either APPROVE_OPTION or CANCEL_OPTION



Class javax.swing.JFrame •



void setDefaultCloseOperation(int operation)



This method sets the default action for closing the frame. Parameters: operation The desired close operation. Choose among DO_NOTHING_ON_CLOSE , HIDE_ON_CLOSE (the default), DISPOSE_ON_CLOSE , or EXIT_ON_CLOSE



•



void setJMenuBar(JMenuBar mb)



This method sets the menu bar for this frame. Parameters: mb The menu bar. If mb is null, then the current menu bar is removed



•



static final int EXIT_ON_CLOSE



This value indicates that when the user closes this frame, the application is to exit.



Class javax.swing.JLabel • •



JLabel(String text) JLabel(String text, int alignment)



These containers create a JLabel instance with the specified text and horizontal alignment. Parameters: text The label text to be displayed by the label alignment One of SwingConstants.LEFT , SwingConstants.CENTER , or SwingConstants.RIGHT



Class javax.swing.JMenu •



JMenu()



This constructs a menu with no items.



•



JMenuItem add(JMenuItem menuItem)



This method appends a menu item to the end of this menu. Parameters: menuItem The menu item to be added Returns: The menu item that was added
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•



JMenuBar()



This constructs a menu bar with no menus.



•



JMenu add(JMenu menu)



This method appends a menu to the end of this menu bar. Parameters: menu The menu to be added Returns: The menu that was added



Class javax.swing.JMenuItem •



JMenuItem(String text)



This constructs a menu item. Parameters: text The text to appear in the menu item



Class javax.swing.JOptionPane •



static String showInputDialog(Object prompt)



This method brings up a modal input dialog box, which displays a prompt and waits for the user to enter an input in a text field, preventing the user from doing anything else in this program. Parameters: prompt The prompt to display Returns: The string that the user typed



•



static void showMessageDialog(Component parent, Object message)



This method brings up a confirmation dialog box that displays a message and waits for the user to confirm it. Parameters: parent The parent component or null message The message to display



Class javax.swing.JPanel This class is a component without decorations. It can be used as an invisible container for other components.



Class javax.swing.JRadioButton •



JRadioButton(String text)



This constructs a radio button having the given text that is initially deselected. (Use the setSelected() method to select it; see the javax.swing.AbstractButton class.) Parameters: text The string displayed next to the radio button



Class javax.swing.JScrollPane •



JScrollPane(Component c)



This constructs a scroll pane around the given component. Parameters: c The component that is decorated with scroll bars



Package javax.swing



Class javax.swing.JMenuBar
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Class javax.swing.JSlider •



JSlider(int min, int max, int value)



This constructor creates a horizontal slider using the specified minimum, maximum, and value. Parameters: min The smallest possible slider value max The largest possible slider value value The initial value of the slider



•



void addChangeListener(ChangeListener listener)



This method adds a change listener to the slider. Parameters: listener The change listener to add



•



int getValue()



This method returns the slider’s value. Returns: The current value of the slider



Class javax.swing.JTextArea •



JTextArea()



This constructs an empty text area.



•



JTextArea(int rows, int columns)



This constructs an empty text area with the specified number of rows and columns. Parameters: rows The number of rows columns The number of columns



•



void append(String text)



This method appends text to this text area. Parameters: text The text to append



Class javax.swing.JTextField •



JTextField()



This constructs an empty text field.



•



JTextField(int columns)



This constructs an empty text field with the specified number of columns. Parameters: columns The number of columns



Class javax.swing.Timer •



Timer(int millis, ActionListener listener)



This constructs a timer that notifies an action listener whenever a time interval has elapsed. Parameters: millis The number of milliseconds between timer notifications listener The object to be notified when the time interval has elapsed



•



void start()



This method starts the timer. Once the timer has started, it begins notifiying its listener.



•



void stop()



This method stops the timer. Once the timer has stopped, it no longer notifies its listener.
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Class javax.swing.border.EtchedBorder •



EtchedBorder()



This constructor creates a lowered etched border.



Class javax.swing.border.TitledBorder •



TitledBorder(Border b, String title)



This constructor creates a titled border that adds a title to a given border. Parameters: b The border to which the title is added title The title the border should display



Package javax.swing.border



Package javax.swing.border



Package javax.swing.event Components such as sliders emit change events when they are manipulated by the user.



Interface javax.swing.event.ChangeListener •



void stateChanged(ChangeEvent e)



This event is called when the event source has changed its state. Parameters: e A change event



Package javax.swing.event



Class javax.swing.event.ChangeEvent



Package javax.swing.text •



String getText()



This method returns the text contained in this text component. Returns: The text



•



boolean isEditable()



This method checks whether this text component is editable. Returns: true if the component is editable



•



void setEditable(boolean state)



This method is used to make this text component editable or not. Parameters: state true to make editable, false to disable editing



•



void setText(String text)



This method sets the text of this text component to the specified text. If the text is empty, the old text is deleted. Parameters: text The new text to be set



Package javax.swing.text



Class javax.swing.text.JTextComponent
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Package javax.xml.parsers Class javax.xml.parsers.DocumentBuilder •



Document newDocument()



This constructs a new document object. Returns: An empty document



•



Document parse(File in)



This method parses an XML document in a file. Parameters: in The file containing the document Returns: The parsed document



•



Document parse(InputStream in)



This method parses an XML document in a stream. Parameters: in The stream containing the document Returns: The parsed document



Class javax.xml.parsers.DocumentBuilderFactory •



DocumentBuilder newDocumentBuilder()



This method creates a new document builder object. Returns: The document builder



•



static DocumentBuilderFactory newInstance()



This method creates a new document builder factory object. Returns: The document builder factory object



•



void setIgnoringElementContentWhitespace (boolean b)



This method sets the parsing mode for ignoring white space in element content for all document builders that are generated from this factory. Parameters: b true if white space should be ignored



•



void setValidating(boolean b)



This method sets the validation mode for all document builders that are generated from this factory. Parameters: b true if documents should be validated during parsing



Package javax.xml.xpath



Package javax.xml.xpath Interface javax.xml.xpath.XPath •



String evaluate(String path, Object context)



This method evaluates the given path expression in the given context. Parameters: path An XPath expression context The starting context for the evaluation, such as a document, node, or node list Returns: The result of the evaluation



Class javax.xml.xpath.XPathExpressionException This exception is thrown when an XPath expression cannot be evaluated.
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•



static XPathFactory newInstance()



This method returns a factory instance that can be used to construct XPath objects. Returns: An XPathFactory instance



•



XPath newXPath()



This method returns an XPath object that can be used to evaluate XPath expressions. Returns: An XPath object



javax.xml.xpath



Class javax.xml.xpath.XPathFactory



Package org.w3c.dom •



Element createElement(String tagName)



This method creates a new document element with a given tag. Parameters: tagName The name of the XML tag Returns: The created element



•



Text createTextNode(String text)



This method creates a text node with the given text. Parameters: text The text for the text node Returns: The created text node



•



DOMImplementation getImplementation()



This method returns the DOMImplementation object associated with this document.



Interface org.w3c.dom.DOMConfiguration •



void setParameter(String name, Object value)



This method sets the value of a configuration parameter. Parameters: name The name of the parameter to set value The new value or null to unset the parameter



Interface org.w3c.dom.DOMImplementation •



Object getFeature(String feature, String version)



This method gets an object that implements a specialized API (such as loading and saving of DOM trees). Parameters: feature The feature version (such as “LS”) version The version number (such as “3.0”) Returns: The feature object



Interface org.w3c.dom.Element •



String getAttribute(String attributeName)



This method returns the value of a given attribute. Parameters: attributeName The name of the XML attribute Returns: The attribute value, or the empty string "" if that attribute does not exist for this element



Package org.w3c.dom



Interface org.w3c.dom.Document
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•



void setAttribute(String name, String value)



This method sets the value of a given attribute. Parameters: name The name of the XML attribute value The desired value of the XML attribute



Interface org.w3c.dom.Text This interface describes a node that contains the textual content of an XML element.



Package org.w3c.dom.ls



Package org.w3c.dom.ls Interface org.w3c.dom.ls.DOMImplementationLS •



LSSerializer createLSSerializer()



This method creates a serializer object that can be used to convert a DOM tree to a string or stream. Returns: The serializer object



Interface org.w3c.dom.ls.LSSerializer •



DOMConfiguration getDomConfig()



This method gets the configuration object that allows customization of the serializer behavior.



•



String writeToString(Node root)



This method converts the DOM tree starting at the given node to a string. Parameters: node The root node of the tree Returns: The string representation of the tree
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Java Syntax Summary In this syntax summary, we use a monospaced font for actual Java reserved words and tokens such as while. An italic font denotes language constructs such as condition or variable. Items enclosed in brackets [ ] are optional. Items separated by vertical bars | are alternatives. Do not include the brackets or vertical bars in your code! The summary reflects the parts of the Java language that were covered in this book. For a full overview of the Java syntax, see http://java.sun.com/docs/books/jls/. As always, please be careful to distinguish an ellipsis . . . from the ... token. The latter appears twice in this appendix in the “variable parameters” discussion in the “Methods” section.



Types A type is a primitive type or a reference type. The primitive types are • The numeric types int, long, short, char, byte, float, double • The boolean type The reference types are • • • •



Classes such as String or Employee Enumeration types such as enum Sex { FEMALE, Interfaces such as Comparable Array types such as Employee[] or int[][]



MALE }



Variables Local variable declarations have the form [final] Type variableName [= initializer];



Examples: int n; double x = 0; String harry = "Harry Handsome"; Rectangle box = new Rectangle(5, 10, 20, 30); int[] a = { 1, 4, 9, 16, 25 };



1029
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The variable name consists only of letters, numbers, and underscores. It must begin with a letter or underscore. Names are case-sensitive: totalscore, TOTALSCORE, and totalScore are three different variables. The scope of a local variable extends from the point of its definition to the end of the enclosing block. A variable that is declared as final can have its value set only once. Instance variables will be discussed under “Classes”.



Expressions An expression is a variable, a method call, or a combination of subexpressions joined by operators. Examples are: x Math.sin(x) x + Math.sin(x) x * (1 + Math.sin(x)) x++ x == y x == y && (z > 0 || w > 0) p.x e.getSalary() v[i]



Operators can be unary, binary, or ternary. A unary operator acts on a single expression, such as x++. A binary operator combines two expressions, such as x + y. A ternary operator combines three expressions. Java has one ternary operator, ? : (see Special Topic 5.1). Unary operators can be prefix or postfix. A prefix operator is written before the expression on which it operates, as in -x. A postfix operator is written after the expression on which it operates, such as x++. Operators are ranked by precedence levels. Operators with a higher precedence bind more strongly than operators with a lower precedence. For example, * has a higher precedence than +, so x + y * z is the same as x + (y * z), even though the + comes first. Most operators are left-associative. That is, operators of the same precedence are evaluated from the left to the right. For example, x - y + z is interpreted as (x - y) + z, not x - (y + z). The exceptions are the unary prefix operators and the assignment operator which are right-associative. For example, z = y = Math.sin(x) means the same as z = (y = Math.sin(x)). Appendix B has a list of all Java operators.



Classes The syntax for a class is [public] [abstract|final] class ClassName [extends SuperClassName] [implements InterfaceName1, InterfaceName2, . . .] {
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. . . }



Each feature is either a declaration of the form modifiers constructor|method| instance variable|class



or an initialization block [static] { body }



See the section “Constructors” for more information about initialization blocks. Potential modifiers include public, private, protected, static, and final. An instance variable declaration has the form Type variableName [= initializer];



A constructor has the form ClassName(parameter1, parameter2, . . .) [throws ExceptionType1, ExceptionType2, . . .] {



body }



A method has the form Type methodName(parameter1, parameter2, . . .) [throws ExceptionType1, ExceptionType2, . . .] {



body }



An abstract method has the form abstract Type methodName(parameter1, parameter2, . . .);



Here is an example: public class Point { private double x; private double y; public Point() { x = 0; y = 0; } public Point(double xx, double yy) { x = xx; y = yy; } public double getX() { return x; } public double getY() { return y; } }
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A class can have both instance variables and static variables. Each object of the class has a separate copy of the instance variables. There is only a one per-class copy of the static variables. A class that is declared as abstract cannot be instantiated. That is, you cannot construct objects of that class. A class that is declared as final cannot be extended.



Interfaces The syntax for an interface is [public] interface InterfaceName [extends InterfaceName1, InterfaceName2, . . .]



{



feature1 feature2



. . . }



Each feature has the form modifiers method| instance variable



Potential modifiers are public, static, final. However, modifiers are never necessary because methods are automatically public and instance variables are automatically public static final. An instance variable declaration has the form Type variableName = initializer;



A method declaration has the form Type methodName(parameter1, parameter2, . . .);



Here is an example: public interface Measurable { int CM_PER_INCH = 2.54; int getMeasure(); }



Enumeration Types The syntax for an enumeration type is [public] enum EnumerationTypeName { constant1, constant2, . . .; feature1 feature2



. . . }



Each constant is a constant name, followed by optional construction parameters. constantName[(parameter1, parameter2, . . .)]
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The semicolon after the constants is only required if the enumeration declares additional features. An enumeration can have the same features as a class. Each feature has the form modifiers method| instance variable



Potential modifiers are public, static, final. Here are two examples: public enum Suit { HEARTS, DIAMONDS, SPADES, CLUBS }; public enum Card { TWO(2), THREE(3), FOUR(4), FIVE(5), SIX(6), SEVEN(7), EIGHT(8), NINE(9), TEN(10), JACK(10), QUEEN(10), KING(10), ACE(11); private int value; public void Card(int aValue) { value = aValue; } public int getValue() { return value; } }



Methods A method definition has the form modifiers Type methodName(parameter1, parameter2, . . ., parametern) [throws ExceptionType1, ExceptionType2, . . .] {



body }



The return type Type is any Java type, or the special type method returns no value. Each parameter has the form



void



to indicate that the



[final] Type parameterName



A method has variable parameters if the last parameter has the special form Type... parameterName



Such a method can be called with a sequence of values of the given type of any length. The parameter variable with the given name is an array of the given type that holds the parameter values. For example, the method public static double sum(double... values) { double s = 0; for (double v : values) s = s + v; return s; }



can be called as double result = sum(1, -2.5, 3.14);



In Java, all parameters are passed by value. Each parameter is a local variable whose scope extends to the end of the method body. It is initialized with a copy of the value supplied in the call. That value may be a primitive type or a reference type. If it is a reference type, invoking a mutator on the reference will modify the object whose reference has been passed to the method.
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Changing the value of the parameter variable has no effect outside the method. Tagging the parameter as final disallows such a change altogether. This is commonly done to allow access of the parameter from an inner class declared in the method. Java distinguishes between instance methods and static methods. Instance methods have a special parameter, the implicit parameter, supplied in the method call with the syntax implicitParameterValue.methodName(parameterValue1, parameterValue2, . . .)



Example: harry.setSalary(30000)



The type of the implicit parameter must be the same as the type of the class containing the method definition. A static method does not have an implicit parameter. In the method body, the this variable is initialized with a copy of the implicit parameter value. Using an instance variable name without qualification means to access the instance variable of the implicit parameter. For example, public void setSalary(double s) { salary = s; // i.e., this.salary = s }



By default, Java uses dynamic method lookup. The virtual machine determines the class to which the implicit parameter object belongs and invokes the method declared in that class. However, if a method is invoked on the special variable super, then the method declared in the superclass is invoked on this. For example, public class MyPanel extends JPanel { . . . public void paintComponent(Graphics g) { super.paintComponent(g); // Calls JPanel.paintComponent . . . } . . . }



The return statement causes a method to exit immediately. If the method type is not void, you must return a value. The syntax is return [value];



For example, public double getSalary() { return salary; }



A method can call itself. Such a method is called recursive: public static int factorial(int n) {
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